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Rice Crop Quality Evaluation Method through
Regressive Analysis between Nitrogen Content and
Near Infrared Reflectance of Rice Leaves Measured
from Near Field
Kohei Arai 1
Graduate School of Science and Engineering
Saga University
Saga City, Japan

Abstract—Rice crop quality evaluation method through
regressive analysis between nitrogen content in the rice leaves
and near infrared reflectance measurement data from near field,
from radio wave controlled helicopter is proposed. Rice quality
dependency on nitrogen of chemical fertilizer and water supply
condition is evaluated. Also homogeneity of the rice crop quality
in the paddy fields is evaluated. Furthermore, influence due to
shadow on near infrared reflectance of rice leaves measured from
near field is taken into account in the rice crop quality evaluation
processes.
Keywords—rice crop; regressive analysis; nitrogen content;
reflectance measurement;

I.
INTRODUCTION
Vitality monitoring of vegetation is attempted with
photographic cameras [1]. Grow rate monitoring is also
attempted with spectral reflectance measurements [2]. BiDirectional Reflectance Distribution Function: BRDF is related
to the grow rate for tealeaves [3]. Using such relation, sensor
network system with visible and near infrared cameras is
proposed [4]. It is applicable to estimate nitrogen content and
fiber content in the tealeaves in concern [5]. Therefore, damage
grade can be estimated with the proposed system for rice paddy
fields [6]. This method is validated with Monte Carlo
simulation [7]. Also Fractal model is applied to representation
of shapes of tealeaves [8]. Thus the tealeaves can be asse3ssed
with parameters of the fractal model. Vitality of tea trees are
assessed with visible and near infrared camera data [9].
One of the methods for monitoring the fields is to use
remote sensing technology utilizing aircrafts, helicopters, hot
air balloons, etc. with a wide field of view for monitoring
relatively large scaled agricultural fields. In particular, there are
remote sensing sensors which onboard radio controlled
helicopters. Attitude stability of the radio controlled helicopters
is getting well now a day. Field of view of the remote sensing
sensors is good enough for relatively wide scale of agricultural
fields.
One of the indexes which allows indicate quality of
agricultural crops is nitrogen content in the agricultural crop
leaves. The nitrogen content is proportional to the reflectance at

Near Infrared: NIR wavelength regions. Therefore, it is
possible to estimate quality of agricultural crops with radio
controlled helicopter based near infrared camera data.
Through experiments at the Saga Prefectural Agricultural
Research Institute: SPARI for the period of rice crop growing,
it is found that the proposed system works well for monitoring
quality of the rice crops. Also it is found that the proposed
method for nitrogen content estimation with near infrared
camera data. Furthermore, it is capable to check rice crop
quality distribution in the rice crop fields in concern. Then
quality control which depends on location by location of the
rice crop fields can be made with the quality monitoring results.
The following section describes the proposed monitoring
system and nitrogen content estimation method based on the
relation between nitrogen content in the rice crops and near
infrared camera data followed by some experiments. Then
conclusion is described together with some discussions.
II.

PROPOSED METHOD

A. Regressive Analysis
Linear regressive equation is expressed in equation (1).
N=aR+b

(1)

where N, R denotes measured Nitrogen content in leaves,
and measured Near Infrared: NIR reflectance, respectively
while a and b denotes regressive coefficients. There is well
known relation between nitrogen content and NIR reflectance.
Therefore, regressive analysis based on equation (1) is
appropriate.
B. Radio Controlled Helicopter Based Near Infrared
Cameras Utilizing Agricultural Field Monitoring System
The helicopter used for the proposed system is
“GrassHOPPER” 1 manufactured by Information & Science
Techno-Systems Co. Ltd. The major specification of the radio
controlled helicopter used is shown in Table 1. Also, outlook of
the helicopter is shown in Figure 1. Canon Powershot S1002
1
2

http://www.ists.co.jp/?page_id=892
http://cweb.canon.jp/camera/dcam/lineup/powershot/s110/index.html
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(focal length=24mm）is mounted on the GrassHOPPER. It
allows acquire images with the following Instantaneous Field
of View: IFOV at the certain altitudes, 1.1cm (Altitude=30m）
3.3cm (Altitude=100m）and 5.5cm（Altitude=150m）.

D. Rice Crop Field at Saga Prefectura; Agricultural Research
Institute: SPARI
Specie of the rice crop is Hiyokumochi4 which is one of the
late growing types of rice species. Hiyokumochi is one of low
amylase (and amylopectin rich) of rice species (Rice No.216).
Figure 2 and 3 shows layout of the test site of rice crop field
at SPARI 5 which is situated at 33°13'11.5"
North,
130°18'39.6"East, and the elevation of 52feet.

Fig. 1.

Outlook of the GrassHOPPER
TABLE I.

MAJOR SPECIFICATION OF GRASSHOPPER

Weight 2kg（Helicopter only）
Size

80cm × 80cm × 30m

Payload 600g

In order to measure NIR reflectance, standard plaque whose
reflectance is known is required. Spectralon 3 provided by
Labsphere Co. Ltd. is well known as well qualified standard
plaque. It is not so cheap that photo print papers are used for
the proposed system. Therefore, comparative study is needed
between Spectralon and the photo print papers.
The proposed system consist Helicopter, NIR camera,
photo print paper. Namely, photo print paper is put on the
agricultural plantations, tea trees in this case. Then farm areas
are observed with helicopter mounted NIR camera. Nitrogen
content in agricultural plants, rice crops in this case, is
estimated with NIR reflectance.
C. Proposed Method for Rice Crop Quality Evaluation
Rice crop quality can be represented nitrogen content which
is closely related to nitrogen content. Furthermore, it is well
known that nitrogen content can be represented with NIR
reflectance. Therefore, rice crops quality can be evaluated with
measured NIR reflectance based on the equation (1).
The proposed method and tea farm area monitoring system
with helicopter mounted NIR camera is based on the
aforementioned scientific background.

Fig. 2.
Paddy field layout for investigation of water supply condition
dependency on rice crop quality

The paddy field C4-2 is for the investigation of water
supply condition on rice crop quality. There are 14 of the paddy
field subsections of which water supply conditions are different
each other.
There are two types of water supply scheduling, short term
and standard term. Water supply is stopped in the early stage of
4

http://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E3%82%82%E3%81%A1%E7%B1%B3
http://www.pref.saga.lg.jp/web/shigoto/_1075/_32933/nsnousisetu/nouse/n_seika_h23.html
5

3

https://www.google.co.jp/search?q=spectral+labsphere&hl=ja
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rice crop growing period for the short term water supply
subsection fields while water supply is continued
comparatively longer time period comparing to the short term
water supply subsection fields. Meanwhile, there are three
types of water supply conditions, rich, standard, and poor water
supply subsection fields.
On the other hand, test sites C4-3 and C4-4 are for
investigation of nitrogen of chemical fertilizer dependency on
rice crop quality. There are two types of paddy subsections,
densely and sparsely planted paddy fields. Hiyokumochi rice
leaves are planted 15 to 20 fluxes per m2 on June 22 2012. Rice
crop fields are divided into 10 different small fields depending
on the amount of nutrition including nitrogen ranges from zero
to 19 kg/10 a/nitrogen.
Nitrogen of chemical fertilizer is used to put into paddy
fields for five times during from June to August. Although rice
crops in the 10 different small fields are same species, the way
for giving chemical fertilizer are different. Namely, the small
field No.1 is defined as there is no chemical fertilizer at all for
the field while 9, 11, and 13 kg/ 10 a/ nitrogen of after
chemical fertilizer are given for No.2 to 4, respectively, no
initial chemical fertilizer though. Meanwhile, 9, 11, 13 kg/10
a/nitrogen are given as after chemical fertilizer for the small
field No.5, 6, and 7, respectively in addition to the 3 kg/10
a/nitrogen of initial chemical fertilizer. On the other hand, 12,
14, and 16 kg/10 a /nitrogen are given for the small fields No.5,
6, 7, respectively as after chemical fertilizer in addition to the
initial chemical fertilizer of 3 kg/ 10 a/ nitrogen for the small
field No. 15, 17, 19, respectively. Therefore, rice crop grow
rate differs each other paddy fields depending on the amount of
nitrogen of chemical fertilizer.
III.

EXPERIMENTS

A. Acquired Near Infrared Camera Imagery Data
Radio wave controlled helicopter mounted near infrared
camera imagery data is acquired at C4-2, C4-3, C4-4 in SPARI
on 24 September 2012 with the different viewing angle from
the different altitudes. Figure 4 shows an example of the
acquired near infrared image. There is spectralon of standard
plaque as a reference of the measured reflectance in between
C4-3 and C4-4. Just before the data acquisition, some of rice
crops and leaves are removed from the subsection of paddy
fields for inspection of nitrogen content. Using the removed
rice leaves, nitrogen content in the rice leaves is measured
based on the Dumas method 6 (a kind of chemistry method)
with Sumigraph NC-220F7 of instrument. The measured total
nitrogen content is compared to the NIR reflectance.

Fig. 3.
Paddy filed layout for investigation of nitrogen of chemical
fertilizer dependency on rice crop quality

C4-4

C4-3

C4-2

The acquired near infrared camera imagery data is rectified
and registered with geographic map of paddy field subsections
as shown in Figure 5 (a) and (b).

6

http://note.chiebukuro.yahoo.co.jp/detail/n92075
7
http://www.scas.co.jp/service/apparatus/elemental_analyzer/sumigraph_nc220F.html

Fig. 4.
Example of the acquired near infrared camera imagery data at
SPARI on September 24 2012
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TABLE II.

ACTIVITY FOR 5 HIGHSET CATEGORY RESOLVED

(a)Rectified imagery data

Fig. 6.
Relation between Near Infrared: NIR reflectance and nitrogen
content in the rice leaves

There are some influences due to shadow in the acquired
near infrared images. When the pixels which do not affected by
shadow are removed, then much nice relation between NIR
reflectance and nitrogen content is obtained as shown in Figure
7. The results show much better correlation with 0.4971 of R2
value.
(b)Superimposed with geographical map of subsections of the paddy fields
Fig. 5.
Rectified and geometrically matched near infrared camera imagery
data to the geographical map

B. Comparisons between EstimatedNnear Infrared
Reflectance and Nitrogen Content Measured by
Chemically
Table 2 shows the calculated near infrared reflectance of
the subsections with the different conditions of water supply
conditions and nitrogen of chemical fertilizer and measured
nitrogen content in the rice leaves.
Through regressive analysis with these dataset, the relation
between near infrared reflectance and nitrogen content is
estimated. The results show so good correlation with 0.026 of
R2 value as shown in Figure 6.
Fig. 7.
Relation between Near Infrared: NIR reflectance and nitrogen
content in the rice leaves after the pixel which affected by shadow is removed
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Figure 8 shows example of the histogram of the NIR
camera data of the subsection of rice paddy fields (Typically,
histogram is bi-modal characteristics so that it is easy to
distinguish between the pixels which are suffered from the
shadow influence. In this paper, Ohtsu’s method is applied to
the data for discrimination of the pixels.

Then the relation between NIR reflectance and nitrogen
content gets better up to 0.9674 of R2 value as shown in Figure
9. The pair of NIR reflectance and nitrogen content is listed in
Table 3.

Fig. 10. Relation between nitrogen content in the rice leaves and near
Infrared NIR reflectance of the rice leaves near the location at which the rice
leaves are removed for nitrogen content measurements
Fig. 8.
Example of the histogram of the NIR camera data of the subsection
of rice paddy fields (Typically, histogram is bi-modal characteristics so that it
is easy to distinguish between the pixels which are suffered from the shadow
influence.

Because we know the locations at where the sample of rice
leaves are removed from the subsection of paddy fields, we
could extract the pixels near the locations as shown in Figure 8.
Dark portions in the paddy fields show the locations t where
the sample of rice leaves are removed from the subsection of
paddy fields. The pixels near the location are extracted for the
investigation of relations between NIR reflectance and nitrogen
content.

Fig. 9.
Locations at where the sample of rice leaves are removed from the
subsection of paddy fields

TABLE III.

ACTIVITY FOR 5 HIGHSET CATEGORY RESOLVED

C. Uniformity Evaluation with Radio Conrtrolled Helicopter
Based NIR Camera:
During the period from August 15 to September 24 2012,
the rice crop fields are observed with radio controlled
helicopter mounted NIR camera. Examples of the acquired
images on September 28 are shown in Figure 9. C4-2 is
situated on the right side of the photos while C4-3 is seen on
the left hand side. In the middle of the photos, there is
spectralon. It looks a small dots due to the fact that helicopter
altitude is 30 m so that Instantaneous Field of View: IFOV is
around 1.1 cm (Pixel size). Figure 9 (a) shows entire one shot
of the acquired image with FOV of PowerShot of NIR camera
while Figure 9 (b) shows enlarged portion of the acquired
image. Meanwhile, Figure 9 (c) and (d) shows another shot of
image at the different time on the same day. These show a good
repeatability and reproduceability. NIR reflecttance can be
calculated by taking the ratio of the pixels value of the fields
and that of Spectralon.
Uniformity in the small fields, C4-2, C4-3 are relatively
good. Meanwhile, mean and variance are different by the samll
fields due to the fact that the given chemical firtilizers are
different each other small fields.
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IV. CONCLUSION
Rice crop quality evaluation method through regressive
analysis between nitrogen content in the rice leaves and near
infrared reflectance measurement data from near field, from
radio wave controlled helicopter is proposed. Rice quality
dependency on nitrogen of chemical fertilizer and water supply
condition is evaluated.
Also homogeneity of the rice crop quality in the paddy
fields is evaluated. Furthermore, influence due to shadow on
near infrared reflectance of rice leaves measured from near
field is taken into account in the rice crop quality evaluation
processes.
Through experiments at test paddy fields in Saga
Prefectural Agricultural Research Institute.
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Sea Ice Concentration Estimation Method with
Satellite Based Visible to Near Infrared Radiometer
Data Based on Category Decomposition
Kohei Arai 1
Graduate School of Science and Engineering
Saga University
Saga City, Japan

Abstract—Unmixing method for estimation of mixing ratio of
the components of which the pixel in concern consists based on
inversion theory is proposed together with its application to sea
ice estimation method with satellite based visible to near infrared
radiometer data. Through comparative study on the different
unmixing methods with remote sensing satellite imagery data, it
is found that the proposed inversion theory based unmixing
method is superior to the other methods. Also it is found that the
proposed unmixing method is applicable to sea ice concentration
estimations.
Keywords—Unmixing;
Inversion
decomposition; Remote Sensing

theory;

Category

I.
INTRODUCTION
Estimation of mixing ratio of the components of which the
pixel in concern consists is called as “Unmixing”. Inversion
theory based method is proposed together with its application
to sea ice estimation method with satellite based visible to near
infrared radiometer data. There are previously proposed
methods such application oriented unmixing methods for
hyperspectral instrument data, inversion theory based methods,
etc.

II.

PROPOSED SEA ICE CONCENTRATION ESTIMATION
METHOD

A.

Conventional Method
The conventional method for sea ice concentration
estimation method uses relation between brightness
temperature which is acquired with microwave scanning
radiometer onboard remote sensing satellite, TB and sea ice
concentration, C. Figure 1 shows an example of the relation.
US Navy proposed this relation for sea ice concentration
estimation. It is assumed empirically that brightness
temperature of sea water is around 135K while that of sea ice
is around 240K which is derived from NIMBUS-5/ESMR.

On the other hands, there are many ice concentration
estimation methods. Most of the methods utilize relations
between brightness temperature and ice concentration.
Estimation accuracy of the methods, however, is not good
enough. In order to improve ice concentration estimation
accuracy, inversion theory based unmixing method is
introduced.
Through comparative study on the different unmixing
methods with remote sensing satellite imagery data, it is found
that the proposed inversion theory based unmixing method is
superior to the other methods. Also it is found that the
proposed unmixing method is applicable to sea ice
concentration estimations.
The following section describes the proposed ice
concentration estimation method followed by some
experiments. Then conclusion is described with some
discussions.

Fig. 1.

Relation between brightness temperature and sea ice concentration

Glosen et al., proposed the equation (1) for sea ice
concentration.
(1)
Where Tb and Ts denotes brightness temperature of sea ice
and the ocean derived from NIMUS-7/ESMR and ε denotes
emissivity of sea ice (around 0.92).
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NASDA (Current JAXA) proposed the following equation
for sea ice concentration estimation,
(2)
Where D denotes digital number which corresponds to the
brightness temperature derived from vertical polarization of 37
GHz of frequency channel of MOS-1/MSR (Marine
Observation Satellite-1/ Microwave Scanning Radiometer).
Meanwhile, NASA Team (SSIAWT) proposed the
following method with horizontal and vertical polarization of
19 GHz channels and vertical polarization of 37GHz channel
of digital count of data.

(7)
Where Mj denotes represented spectral characteristic of the
component in concern, j and P denotes spectral characteristic
of the observed pixel. Equation (7) can be rewritten by the
following equation,
(8)
where

If M is nonsingular matrix (square matrix), then mixing
ratio vector can be estimated as follows,
(9)
(3)
Where CT, CF, CM denotes total sea ice concentration,
first year ice concentration, multiyear sea ice concentration.
PR, GR denotes Polarization Ratio and Gradient Ratio, and D
denotes digital number. Water vapor content in the atmosphere
may affect to sea ice concentration estimations. In order to
remove the influence due to water vapor, the following
equation is utilizing,

Even if M is singular matrix (rectangle matrix), then
mixing ratio vector can be expressed using the following
Moore Penrose Inverse Matrix, M+.
(10)
It is possible to solve the equation with the following
conditions,

(4)
Then the following Comisso Bootstrap algorithm is widely
used method for sea ice concentration estimation.

(11)
Introducing Lagrange multiplier, then the equation can be
solved as follows,

(12)

(5)
The Bootstrap algorithm takes into account ocean area
dependency (Antarctic and Arctic ocean areas are different
treatments). Also open water is detected with the following
equation,

Thus mixing ratio vector A can be estimated through
solving the following equations,

(6)
Seasonal changes and ocean area dependency are taken
into account.
B.

Inversion Theory Based Unmixing Method
Mixing ratio of component of which the observed pixel
consists of the components, aj can be estimated as follows,

(13)
Equation (13) can be rewritten as follows, in the vector
form,
(14)
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Thus
(15)
Where

(23)
Introducing Langrange multiplier, then
(24)

(16)

+

Minimizing the error, M -N, then

Then A is rewritten from the equation (15) as follows,
(17)
Thus the mixing ratio vector can be estimated.

(25)
Introducing the following equation,

Although M denotes the representative observation vector,
it contains error vector E as follows,

(26)
With the following conditional equations,

(18)
Namely, M is different from the true representative
observation vector of M0. Then the true mixing ratio is
expressed as follows,
(27)
(19)

Then V can be rewritten as follows in the vector
representation,

Then estimation error of mixing ratio vector is expressed
as follows,

(28)
and then Langrange multiplier can be expressed as follows,
(29)
Thus all unknown variables are estimated as follows,

(20)
where

denotes the angle between

while
denotes the angle between u and
estimation error can be expressed as follows,

and
. Then
(30)
(21)

Meanwhile the equation can be solved with the following
conditions,

Estimated mixing ratio A2 and estimation error,
are expressed as follows,

(31)

(22)
These conditions are corresponding to the following
conditions,

M includes observation error so that P can be expressed
with the following equation by considering the error ε,
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From the original imagery data, 400 by 400 pixels of
portion of image are extracted for the experiments.
Instantaneous Field of View: IFOV is 16 meters. Figure 2
shows the averaged image among the four spectral bands of
imagery data. The typical digital numbers of the spectral bands
are shown in Table 1.
TABLE I.

TYPICAL PIXEL VALUE OF THE COMPONENTS FOR ALL
SPECTRAL BANDS OF ADEOS/AVNIR

(32)
This method is referred to “Least Square Method”.
If the components of M are followed by normal
distribution as follows,
(33)

Figure 2 shows the ADEOS/AVNIR image for
experiments. Figure 3 (a), (b), and (c) shows open water, thin
sea ice, and thick sea ice estimated by Maximum Likelihood
Method.

where

Then the probability of observation vector M can be
expressed as follows,

(34)
It is rewritten in the vector form as follows,
(35)
Best estimation of mixing ratio vector is to maximizing
probability of observation vector so that,

(36)
All of the meshed points of equation (36) can be calculated
then the maximum probability of the observation vector can be
found which results in estimation of mixing ratio. This method
is referred to “Maximum Likelihood Method”.
III.
C.

EXPERIMENTS

Data Used
ADEOS/AVNIR
(Advanced
Earth
Observing
Satellite/Advanced Visible to Near Infrared Radiometer)
imagery data of Saroma Lake in Hokkaido, Japan which is
acquired on February 1997 is used for the experiments.
AVNIR consist of four spectral bands, blue (B1), green (B2),
red (B3) and near infrared (B4) wavelength regions.

Fig. 2.
ADEOS/AVNIR (Advanced Earth Observing Satellite/Advanced
Visible to Near Infrared Radiometer) imagery data of Saroma Lake in
Hokkaido, Japan which is acquired on February 1997 is used for the
experiments. AVNIR consist of four spectral bands, blue (B1), green (B2), red
(B3) and near infrared (B4) wavelength regions. This image is averaged image
among the four spectral bands

On the other hands, Figure 4 (a), (b), and (c) shows three
components estimated by Least Square Method. Through
comparisons between Figure 3 and 4, Maximum Likelihood
Method derived open water, thin and thick sea ice is more
likely in comparison to the visual perception.
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(a)Open Water

(c)Thick Sea Ice
Fig. 3.
Estimated three components, open water, thin and thick ice derived
from Maximum Likelihood Method

(b)Thin Sea Ice

(a)Open Water
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Fig. 5.
Estimated “Lead” of which mixing ratio of open water ranges from
7 to 50% derived from Maximum Likelihood Method

(b)Thin Sea Ice

ADEOS/AVNIR Band 1 image is shown in Figure 6. By
using band 1 of imagery data, connectivity between
disconnected portions of lead can be found. This information
is called as contextual information and can be extracted by
using 3 by 3 or 5 by 5 pixel windows. For instance,
connectivity between the pixel in concern and the 8
surrounding pixels can be checked with 3 by 3 windows.
Using the connectivity, it is possible to connect between
disconnected portions of lead. Figure 7 shows the connected
lead using contextual information.

(c)Thick Sea Ice
Fig. 4.
Estimated three components, open water, thin and thick ice derived
from Least Square Method

Figure 5 shows the extracted “Lead” which is defined as
breaking portion of sea ice. The percentage ratio of open water
ranged from 7 to 50% is defined as Lead. By using unmixing
method, mixing ratio of open water can be estimated.
Therefore, the Lead is extracted. The extracted lead,
however, is disconnected. Therefore, some consideration of
connectivity of the piece of the disconnected lead is required.

Fig. 6.
ADEOS/AVNIR Band 1 image of Saroma, Hokkaido, Japan
acquired on February 3 1997.
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Through comparative study on the different unmixing
methods with remote sensing satellite imagery data, it is found
that the proposed inversion theory based unmixing method is
superior to the other methods. Also it is found that the
proposed unmixing method is applicable to sea ice
concentration estimations. It is also found that contextual
information is effective to connect disconnected portion of
lead.
ACKNOWLEDGMENT
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Fig. 7.

Connected lead using contextual information.

IV.
CONCLUSION
Unmixing method for estimation of mixing ratio of the
components of which the pixel in concern consists based on
inversion theory is proposed together with its application to
sea ice estimation method with satellite based visible to near
infrared radiometer data.
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Sensitivity Analysis on Sea Surface Temperature
Estimation Methods with Thermal Infrared
Radiometer Data through Simulations
Kohei Arai 1
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Abstract—Sensitivity analysis on Sea Surface Temperature:
SST estimation with Thermal Infrared Radiometer: TIR data
through simulations is conducted. Also Conjugate Gradient
Method: CGM based SST estimation method is proposed. SST
estimation error of the proposed CGM based method is
compared to the conventional Split Window Method: SWM with
a variety of conditions including atmospheric models. The results
show that the proposed CGM based method is superior to the
SWM.

II. PROPOSED METHOD
A. Theoretical Background on SST Estimation with Thermal
Infrared Radiometer Data
Radiation from a blackbody with physical temperature of T
is expressed in equation (1)

(1)
Keywords—SST estimation; Split Window; Conjugate Gradient;
MODTRAN; atmospheric model

where

I. INTRODUCTION
Sea Surface Temperature: SST estimation with thermal
infrared radiometer onboard satellites is well known and widely
used in a variety of research fields, in particular climate
changes, global warming, etc. SST estimation methods are
proposed [1]-[4]. Most of these are based on regressive analysis
and use several spectral bands in Thermal Infrared: TIR
wavelength region. The most dominant atmospheric factor is
precipitable water. Using the different wavelength TIR bands
whose influences due to water vapor are different, it is possible
to reduce the influence. The most popular method is Multi
Channel Sea Surface Temperature: MCSST [5]. Also
previously proposed SST estimation methods are summarized
by I. Barton [6]. In the same time, comparative study among
the previously proposed methods is well reported [7].
Based on radiative transfer equation, inversion based SST
estimation method is proposed [8]. Nonlinear radiative transfer
equation is linearized then optimum combination of
wavelength regions are selected [9]. Other than that,
Geographic Information System: GIS based neural network is
proposed for SST estimation method [10]. In this paper,
sensitivity analysis results are described. SST estimation
accuracy, in general, depends on relative humidity, air
temperature, meteorological range, wind speed, aerosol type,
and so on. Sensitivity of these factors on SST estimation
accuracy is clarified in order to make clear that how does
component influencing to SST estimation accuracy.
The following section describes the method for sensitivity
analysis together with some theoretical background followed
by some experiments. Then conclusion is described together
with some discussions.

The contribution from the atmosphere can be expressed as
follows,

(2)
where

and

is called as optical depth of the atmosphere.
B. At Sensor Radiance of Thermal Infrared Radiometer
For sea surface observation with TIR radiometers onboard
remote sensing satellites, radiance includes three components,
the contribution from sea surface, the contribution from the
reflected radiance at sea surface and the contribution from the
atmosphere.
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(3)
where

where u denotes perceptible water while m denotes slant
length between sea surface and TIR instrument onboard
satellites. In the TIR wavelength region, perceptible water is
major absorbing continuants in the atmosphere. Through
simulation studies with radiative transfer code of MODTRAN
with six atmospheric models (Tropic, Mid. Latitude Summer,
Mid. Latitude Winter, Sub Arctic Summer, Sub Arctic Winter
and 1976 US Standard Atmosphere), the coefficients are
obtained as shown in Table 1. Then Iai is calculated as follows,
(8)
The coefficients in the equation (8) are calculated with
MODTRAN in the same manner which is mentioned above.
Table 2 shows the results.

Spectral response function means spectral sensitivity
function of spectral bands of TIR onboard satellites. In general,
emissivity of sea surface in TIR wavelength region is almost 1.
Therefore, the second term of the equation (3) can be neglected.

TABLE I.
COEFFICIENTS OF EQUATION (7) OBTAINED WITH
MODTRAN OF ATMOSPHERIC SOFTWARE CODE

(4)
C. Method for Sensitivity Analysis
By using MODTRAN of radiative transfer software code
with six default atmospheric models, Tropic, Mid. Latitude
Summer and Winter, Sub Arctic Summer and Winter, and 1976
US standard atmosphere, brightness temperature of the
assumed spectral bands in Thermal Infrared wavelength
regions can be estimated. Therefore Root Mean Square Error:
RMSE of SST estimation error can be estimated for the
assumed SST estimation method.
D. Assumed SST Estimation Method
Assuming spectral response function in the spectral
wavelength region of spectral band is 1, then the equation (4)
and be rewritten as follows,

TABLE II.
COEFFICIENTS OF EQUATION (8) OBTAINED WITH
MODTRAN OF ATMOSPHERIC SOFTWARE CODE

Consequently, radiance of spectral band i can be expressed
as follows,
(9)
In order to avoid divergence of the solution, the following
conditional equation is introduced.
(10)

(5)
The second term of equation (5) can be approximated as
follows,
(6)

The unknown factors are as follows,
(11)
Namely, sea surface temperature, perceptible water, and
representative radiance. The following cost function is
introduced,

Where Iai denotes representative of spectral band i of
radiance. Atmospheric transparency can be rewritten as follows,

(12)
Then iteration is stopped when the cost function is below
the designated value,
(13)

(7)

Radiance of the spectral band i can be rewritten as follows,
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(14)
Then the following updating equation is introduced,
(15)
It is rewritten in matrix and vector as follows,

Then the unknown variables are estimated through
iterations. Also Root Mean Square Error: RMSE can be
evaluated.

(23)
The first derivatives of the cost function are expressed as
follows,
(16)
where
(17)
In general,
(24)
(18)

Also the second derivatives are represented as follows,

and

(19)
Therefore, the cost function can be rewritten as follows,
(20)
where

(21)
is called Hessian or Hesse matrix.
Equation (1) can be rewritten as follows,

(24)
(22)

The first derivatives of radiance are expressed as follows,

where
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Observing Satellite / Ocean Color and Temperature Scanner)
are assumed as typical spectral bands for SST estimation which
are 10300-11360nm for Band 4, and 11360-12500nm for Band
5, respectively.
III. EXPERIMENTS

(25)
Also the second derivatives of radiance is represented as
follows,

F. Simulation Conditions
The following parameters are set for the experiments with
MODTRAN obtaining at sensor radiance of spectral TIR band
data.

Then SST is estimated with the proposed method and the
conventional split window method using the calculated at
sensor radiance.
G. Evaluation of RMSE for the Proposed CGM
SST estimation error for the proposed CGM can be
evaluated with RMSE which is expressed in equation (23) by
using MODTRAN derived at sensor radiance of TIR bands.
Figure 1 show RMSE of CGM as functions of (a) relative
humidity, (b) meteorological range, (c) air temperature, (d)
observation zenith angle, (e) sea surface temperature, and (f)
wind speed for six atmospheric models. In accordance with
increasing of relative humidity, meteorological range,
observation zenith angle, sea surface temperature, and wind
speed, RMSE increased. RMSE is, on the other hands,
decreases in accordance with increasing of air temperature.
Meanwhile, Figure 2 (a) shows the relation between
meteorological range and RMSE as parameters of different
types of aerosol for the Mid.
(26)
where

E. Assumed Spectral Bands
Spectral bands of ADEOS/OCTS (Advanced Earth

Latitude Summer of atmospheric model. RMSE for Navy
Maritime shows the greatest followed by Maritime, Desert, and
Troposphere aerosol. Figure 2 (b) shows RMSE for the six
different aerosol types, Navy Maritime, Maritime, Urban,
Desert, Rural, and Troposphere aerosol types at the
meteorological range of 23 km. Figure 2 (c) shows RMSE as
function of altitude for Desert aerosol. Figure 3 shows RMSE
of the representative radiance from the atmosphere for the six
different atmospheric models. It does not show monotonic
relation between relative humidity and RMSE. Therefore, the
representative radiance from the atmosphere has to be
estimated precisely.
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(a)Relative Humidity

(d)Observation Zenith Angle

(b)Meteorological Range

(e)Sea Surface Temperature

(c)Air Temperature

(f)Wind Speed
Fig. 1.
RMSE of CGM as functions of (a) relative humidity, (b)
meteorological range, (c) air temperature, (d) observation zenith angle, (e) sea
surface temperature, and (f) wind speed for six atmospheric models
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(a)Aerosol Type

(b)Aerosol Type

Fig. 3.

H. Evaluation of RMSE for the Conventional Split Window
SST estimation error for the conventional split window can
be evaluated with RMSE which is expressed in equation (23)
by using MODTRAN derived at sensor radiance of TIR bands.
Figure 4 shows RMSE of Split Window as functions of (a)
relative humidity, (b) meteorological range, (c) air temperature,
(d) observation zenith angle, (e) sea surface temperature, and
(f) wind speed for six atmospheric models. RMSE of the
conventional Split Window is much larger than that of CGM.
In accordance with increasing of relative humidity,
meteorological range, observation zenith angle, sea surface
temperature, and wind speed, RMSE increased. RMSE is, on
the other hands, decreases in accordance with increasing of air
temperature.

(c)Altitude (Desert type of aerosol)
Fig. 2.

RMSE of the representative radiance from the atmosphere for the
six different atmospheric models

(a)Relative Humidity

RMSE as function of aerosol types
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(b)Meteorological Range

(e)Sea Surface Temperature

(c)Air Temperature
(f)Wind Speed
Fig. 4.
RMSE of the conventional Split Window as functions of (a) relative
humidity, (b) meteorological range, (c) air temperature, (d) observation zenith
angle, (e) sea surface temperature, and (f) wind speed for six atmospheric
models

I. Comparison of RMSE between Split Window and CGM
Overall RMSE of the conventional Split Window and the
proposed CGM is shown in Table 3.
Although depending on the atmospheric model, RMSE
between both are different, RMSE of the proposed CGM is
lower than that of Split Window. Therefore, CGM is superior
to Split Window.
(d)Observation Zenith Angle
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TABLE III.

OVERALL RMSE OF THE CONVENTIONAL SPLIT WINDOW
AND THE PROPOSED CGM
Split Window

Conjugate Gradient

Tropic

1.195

0.864

Mid. Latitude Summer

0.702

0.479

Mid. Latitude Winter

0.472

0.408

Sub Arctic Summer

0.641

0.596

Sub Arctic Winter

0.483

0.317

1976 US Standard

0.505

0.478

Average

0.726

0.559

J. Influence Due to Observation Noise
In order to evaluate influence due to observation noise on
SST estimation accuracy, RMSE with and without of random
number derived noise is evaluated. The normal distribution of
random number with 10-6 of variance and with zero mean is
generated by using Messene Twister. The random number is
added to the at sensor radiance of the simulated TIR bands data.
Then SST is estimated based on the proposed conjugate
gradient method. Table 4 shows the result.
TABLE IV.

INFLUENCE DUE TO OBSERVATION NOISE ON SST
ESTIMATION ACCURACY
Without noise

With 10^-6 of noise

Tropic

0.4386

0.7214

Mid. Latitude Summer

0.1924

0.6012

Mid. Latitude Winter

0.1446

0.2871

Sub Arctic Summer

0.1774

0.5624

Sub Arctic Winter

0.1384

0.2601

1976 US Standard

0.1724

0.3631

IV. IV. CONCLUSION
Sensitivity analysis on Sea Surface Temperature: SST
estimation with Thermal Infrared Radiometer: TIR data
through simulations is conducted. Also Conjugate Gradient
Method: CGM based SST estimation method is proposed. SST
estimation error of the proposed CGM based method is
compared to the conventional Split Window Method: SWM
with a variety of conditions including atmospheric models. The
results show that the proposed CGM based method is superior
to the SWM.
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Mapping: SOM Derived Density Maps and Its
Application for Landsat Thematic Mapper Image
Clustering
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Abstract—A new method for image clustering with density
maps derived from Self-Organizing Maps (SOM) is proposed
together with a clarification of learning processes during a
construction of clusters. Simulation studies and the experiments
with remote sensing satellite derived imagery data are conducted.
It is found that the proposed SOM based image clustering
method shows much better clustered result for both simulation
and real satellite imagery data. It is also found that the
separability among clusters of the proposed method is 16%
longer than the existing k-mean clustering. It is also found that
the separability among clusters of the proposed method is 16%
longer than the existing k-mean clustering. In accordance with
the experimental results with Landsat-5 TM image, it takes more
than 20000 of iteration for convergence of the SOM learning
processes.

SOM is utilized for clustering [7]. After a learning process,
a density map 2 is created in accordance with code vector
density. Based on the density map, a pixel labeling 3 can be
done. This is the basic idea on the proposed image clustering
method with SOM learning. Other than this, clustering
methods with learning processes, reinforcement learning is
also proposed for image retrievals [8] and rescue simulations
[9]. Also probability density model for SOM is proposed.
The image clustering method with SOM learning based on
density map is proposed in the following section followed by
simulation study results and the experimental results with
satellite remote sensing imagery data. Then finally,
conclusions and some discussions are described.
II.

Keywords—SOM clustering; Density map; Boundary image;
Labeling algorithm

I.

INTRODUCTION

Clustering method is widely used for data analysis and
pattern recognition [1]-[4]. Meanwhile, Self Organizing Map:
SOM proposed by T. Kohonen is a neural network with two
layers which allows use as un-supervised classification, or
learning method [5] based on a similarity between separable
data groups to be classified [6]. In other word, SOM is a
visualization tool for multi-dimensional data rearranging the
data in accordance with a similarity based on a learning
process with the statistical characteristics of the data. It is used
to be used for pattern recognition in combination with
Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ1). SOM is consists of mdimensional input layer which represent as a vector and two
dimensional output layer which is also represented as a vector
connected each other nodes between input and output layers
with weighting coefficients. In a learning process, winning
unit is chosen based on the difference between input vector
and weighting coefficients vector then the selected unit and
surrounding units get closer to the input vector.

1

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Learning_Vector_Quantization

PROPOSED CLUSTERING METHOD BASED ON DENSITY
MAP DERIVED FROM LEARNING PROCESS OF SOM

A. SOM Learning Process
Firstly imagery data are mapped to a feature space. In
parallel, SOM learning process creates a density map in
accordance with a similarity between the mapped data in the
feature space and density map or between input data in the
feature space and two dimensional density maps. As a result of
SOM learning process, code vector is obtained [10]. It is easy
to recognize the density of the code vector visually. Although
code vector density map represent cluster boundaries, it is not
easy that neither to determine a boundary nor to put a label to
the pixel in concern by using the density map. The method
proposed here is to use density map for finding boundaries
among sub-clusters then some of sub-clusters which have a
high similarity are to be merged in the following procedure,
1)

Create density map based on SOM learning

2
http://books.google.co.jp/books?id=wxvQoFy1YBgC&pg=SA1PA210&lpg=SA1PA210&dq=density+map+SOM&source=bl&ots=sU95Gi28ug&sig=uZBXS
ATAqYaXPJtkmrGHts7uoqU&hl=ja&sa=X&ei=hijYT7L0CIibiQfn0NSTAw
&ved=0CGkQ6AEwBA#v=onepage&q=density%20map%20SOM&f=false
3
http://books.google.co.jp/books?id=jJad0gh8YwC&pg=PA69&dq=pixel+labeling&hl=ja&sa=X&ei=ZinYT4CpFYjU
mAWW1cCfAw&ved=0CDUQ6AEwAA#v=onepage&q=pixel%20labeling&
f=false
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2) Binary image is generated from the density map
3) Define sub-clusters in accordance with the separated
areas of the binary image
4) Calculate similarities of the sub-clusters
5) Merge the sub-clusters which show the highest
similarity
6) Process (4) and (5) until the number of clusters
reaches the desired number of clusters
Representing input vector, x(t) and reference (or output)
vector, m(t), neural network proposed by T. Kohonen is
expressed as follows,
m(t+1)=m(t)+hi(t)[x(t)-m(t)]

J’= ∑∑ I(x(t)) ||x(t) – mi (x(t))||2

(7)

(1)

Where h(t) denotes neighboring function or weighting
function including learning coefficients.
hi (t)=a(t), when i ∈N(t)
=0, when i ∉ N(t)

(2)

Where N(t) denotes the number or size of neighboring
units. a(t) is called learning coefficient and ranges from 0 to 1
as is expressed as follows,
a(t)=a0(1-t/T)

(3)

Where a0 is an initial value and T denotes the number of
total learning number or the number of update. In the equation
(1), [x(t)-m(t)] implies cost function 4 which should be
minimized, and if
c=argmin.||x-mi||
i

(4)

Fig.1.

Illustrative view of the SOM learning process

Meanwhile mi(x(t)) is updated as follows,

is obtained then such mi unit is called winning unit. The
neighboring unit is defined around mi unit. The size of the
neighboring unit, N(t) is a variable which starts with a
relatively large then is getting small reaching to the wining
unit only after the SOM learning process.
N(t)=N(0)(1-t /T)

(5)

The SOM learning process is illustrated in Figure 1.
B. Conventional Clustering Method
The existing clustering algorithm such as k-means
clustering algorithm5 is similar to the SOM learning process. If
mi is redefined as mean vector of cluster i, then the cost
function defined in the k-means clustering is expressed as
follows,
2

J= ∑ ||x(t) – mi(x(t))||

(6)

Therefore, the mean vector of each cluster is determined to
minimize the equation (6) of cost function. Let I(x(t)) be a
binary function and is equal to 1 if the x(t) belongs to the
cluster i and is 0 if the x(t) does not belong to the cluster i,
then the cost function can be rewritten as follows,
4

http://books.google.co.jp/books?id=AuY1PwAACAAJ&dq=cost+function&hl
=ja&sa=X&ei=6ynYT6DxA8rxmAXQlsGNAw&ved=0CDUQ6AEwAA
5
http://books.google.co.jp/books?id=WonHHAAACAAJ&dq=kmeans+clustering&hl=ja&sa=X&ei=hirYT_DvF8PJmQWX8KGgAw&ved=0
CD4Q6AEwAQ

mi(x(t+1))= mi (x(t)) + λI(x(t)) ||x(t) – mi(x(t))||

(8)

It is because of the following equation.
∂J/∂mi(x(t)) = -2∑ I(x(t)) ||x(t) – mi(x(t))|

(9)

The k-means clustering algorithm can be rewritten as
follows,
(1) Set initial status of mean vectors of k clusters, mi(x(0)),
i=1,2,….,k, then
(2)Iteration of the following two steps for t=k+1, k+2,…,N,
Ii (x(t))=1, when ||x(t) – mi(x(t))||≤ ||x(t) – mj(x(t))||∀j
=0, elsewhere
(10)
t
mi(x(t+1))= mi (x(t))+ I(x(t)) ||x(t) – mi (x(t))| / ∑ I(x(t’)) (11)
t’=1
The equation (11) is identical to the equation (8) if λ is
replaced to 1/∑I(x(t’)).
C. Density Map
The difference of input data is enhanced in the output layer
unit through SOM learning so that similar code vector of the
unit becomes formed.
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Meanwhile, if the similar input data are separated in their
location each other, it becomes neighboring units in the output
layer unit. Density map f(j,k) is defined as follows,
f(j,k)= ∑ (mj,k - mj-l,k-n)T(mj,k - mj-l,k-n) / D

(12)

(l,n)∈D

Where D is neighboring unit, 8 neighbor unit centered the
unit in concern in this paper. This density map has the relation
among the input imagery data, feature space and SOM
learning process as is illustrated in the Figure 2.

Fig.2.
Relations among the input imagery data, feature space and density
map generated through SOM learning.

D. Example of Density Map
This is an inverse function of the similar data
concentration so that the density map obtained by a SOM
learning process is quite similar to the distribution in the
feature space mapped from the input data. An example of
density map is illustrated in the Figure 3. In the figure, dark
portion means dense of code vector meanwhile light portion is
sparse of code vector and becomes boundary between the
different clusters.
Figure 4 shows a preliminary result of density map,
binarized density map and clustering result with increasing of
the iteration number. In this case, initial variances of the two
clusters are set at 0.03. In accordance with the number of
iteration, density map becomes clear together with binalized
density map. Furthermore, cluster result becomes ideal goal.

Fig.4.
Example of preliminary result of density map, binarized density
map and clustering result with increasing of the iteration number (multiplied
by 512).

III.

SIMULATION STUDIES AND THE EXPERIMENTS WITH
REMOTE SENSING SATELLITE IMAGERY DATA

Simulation studies and experiments with real remote
sensing satellite imagery data are conducted. In the simulation
study, binarized density map is used for determination o9f
boundary between two clusters while clusters are identified
from the density map including candidate sub-clusters as
shown in Figure 5.
A. Simulation Studies
Two clusters and two bands of imagery data are assumed.
32 by 32 pixels of 1024 of imagery data is created with
random number generator of Messene Twister. 30 of image
patterns are generated for simulation studies. 10 trials are
conducted for 30 of image patterns. The maximum iteration
number is set at 150,000.
Three different types of image pattern of datasets are
prepared depending on separability as shown in Table 1. First
dataset is very easy to separate while second dataset is a little
bit difficult to separate. The third dataset is totally difficult to
separate.

Fig.3.

Example of density map as a result of SOM learning process.

Fig.5.
Methods for pixel labeling for simulation study and the
experiments with remote sensing satellite images
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TABLE I.

PARAMETERS FOR SIMULATION DATA

Variance, σ

Distance between clusters

0.03

8σ

0.04

4σ

0.05

3σ

Two dimensional probability density function for No.1
dataset is shown in Figure 6 (a) while that for No.2 is shown in
Figure 6 (b). Meanwhile, two dimensional probability density
function for No.3 dataset is shown in Figure 6 (c).
Code vector distributions at the certain iteration numbers
are shown in Figure 7 while density maps, boundary images
and labeling result images for the certain iteration numbers are
shown in Figure 8. These two figures are for No.1 of image
dataset.

(a)No.1 dataset

(b)No.2 dataset

Fig.7.
Code vector distributions at the certain iteration numbers for the
dataset No.1.

(c)No.3 dataset
Fig.6.

Two dimensional probability density function for No.1, 2, 3 dataset
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Fig.8.
Density maps, boundary images and labeling result images for the
certain iteration numbers for dataset No.1.
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Fig.9.
Code vector distributions at the certain iteration numbers for the
dataset No.2

Meanwhile, these for No.2 dataset are shown in Figure 9
and 10 while these for No.3 are shown in Figure 11 and 12,
respectively.
The code vector changes gradually and becomes separable
situations. Density map, boundary image and labeling result
image gets better and worth in accordance with increasing of
iteration number and gradually become separable situation.
These trends are different among the dataset No.1, 2, and 3.
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Fig.10.
Density maps, boundary images and labeling result images for the
certain iteration numbers for dataset No.2.

Fig.11.
Code vector distributions at the certain iteration numbers for the
dataset No.3

Difficulty of the convergence (converged iteration
numbers) depends on within cluster variance and between
cluster variance obviously. For instance, it is converged so
quickly for image dataset No.1 while convergence speed is not
fast for the image dataset No.2.
Meanwhile, convergence is very slow for the image dataset
No.3. It is not converged yet for the iteration number is 5420
for the image datasets No.2 and 3. The relation between the
iteration number and correct clustering ratio is shown in
Figure 13.
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Fig.13.

Correct clustering ratios as function of iteration number.

B. Experimental Studies with Remote Sensing Satellite
Imagery Data
Landsat-5 TM data of Saga, Japan acquired on 15 May
1987 which is shown in Figure 14 is used. The meta data is as
follows, Entity ID: LT51130371987135HAJ00, Acquisition
Date: 15-MAY-87, Path: 113, Row: 37. A portion of band 1-5
and 7 of Landsat-5 TM image is shown in Figure 14 together
with the topographic map of the corresponding area.

Fig.14.
Landsat-5 TM data of Saga, Japan acquired on 15 May 1987 and
topographic map of the corresponding area

Separability (ratio of between cluster variance to within
cluster variance) is getting large in accordance with iteration
number as shown in Figure 15. Density maps and labeling
results are shown in Figure 16 in accordance with iteration
number.

Fig.12.
Density maps, boundary images and labeling result images for the
certain iteration numbers for dataset No.3.

Figure 17 shows the density map and the labeling result
image after the convergence. In accordance with iteration
number, the labeling result image is getting resemble to the
topographic map
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Confusion matrix of the proposed SOM based clustering is
compared to that of Maximum Likelihood: MLH classification
as shown in Table 2.
In particular, bare soil tends to be clustered to water body.
This fact can be confirmed in Figure 18.

Fig.15.

Relation between separability and iteration number

Fig.16.

Density maps and labeling results

Fig.17.
The density map and the labeling result image after the SOM
learning process is converged.
TABLE II.

COMPARISON OF CLUSTERED RESULT BY THE PROPOSED SOM
BASED METHOD AND CLASSIFICATION RESULTS BY THE CONVENTIONAL MLH
METHOD
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[2]

Fig.18.
Clustered result by the proposed SOM based clustering and
classified result by the conventional MLH method

IV.

CONCLUSION

A new method for image clustering with density maps
derived from Self-Organizing Maps (SOM) is proposed
together with a clarification of learning processes during a
construction of clusters. Simulation studies and the
experiments with remote sensing satellite derived imagery
data are conducted. It is found that the proposed SOM based
image clustering method shows much better clustered result
for both simulation and real satellite imagery data. It is also
found that the separability among clusters of the proposed
method is 16% longer than the existing k-mean clustering. It is
also found that the separability among clusters of the proposed
method is 16% longer than the existing k-mean clustering. In
accordance with the experimental results with Landsat-5 TM
image, it takes more than 20000 of iteration for convergence
of the SOM learning processes
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Remote Sensing Satellite Image Database System
Allowing Image Portion Retrievals Utilizing Principal
Component Which Consists Spectral and Spatial
Features Extracted from Imagery Data
Kohei Arai 1
Graduate School of Science and Engineering
Saga University
Saga City, Japan

Abstract—Remote Sensing satellite image database which
allows image portion retrievals utilizing principal component
which consists of spectral and spatial features extracted from the
imagery data is proposed. Through the experiments with actual
remote sensing satellite images, it is found that the proposed
image retrieval does work so well.
Keywords—Image retrieval; Spectral and spatial features; e

I.

INTRODUCTION

Image feature based image portion retrieval method is
proposed in this paper. Principal component which consists of
spectral and spatial features extracted from the image are used
as features.
The following section describes the proposed image
database system followed by some experiments. Then
conclusion is described together with some discussions.
II.

PROPOSED SATELLITE IMAGE DATABASE SYSTEM

In accordance with expansion in the multimedia
technologies and the Internet, CBIR has been an active
research topic since the first 1990’s. The concept of content
based retrieval (CBR) in image start from the first 1980s
and Serious applications started in the first 1990s [1].
Retrieval from databases with a large number of images has
attracted considerable attention from the computer vision
and pattern recognition society.

A. Image Database
Database system has to have the following three functions,

Brahmi et al. mentioned the two drawbacks in the
keyword annotation image retrieval. First, images are not
always annotated and the manual annotation expensive also
time
consuming.
Second,
human annotation is
not objective the same image may be annotated differently
by
different
observers
[2].
Unlike
the
traditional approach that using the keyword annotation as a
method to search images, CBIR system performs retrieval
based on the similarity feature vector of color,
texture, shape and other image content. Comparing to the
traditional systems, the CBIR systems perform retrieval more
objectiveness [3].

Attributes can be used for meta search while meta search
allows image retrievals. The meta database is information of
image information. Therefore, it is useful for keyword search.
For image search, image coding is important. If the image
coding is performed perfectly, then image retrievals can be
done easily. On the other hands, there is image portion
retrievals which allows image portion search in the image in
the image database. In the image portion retrievals, some
measures for representation of image features are required.
One of the simple features is similarity between the template
image in the image database and the current query image
portions. Other than these, principal component is used as
feature. The extracted spectral and spatial features can be
projected in principal component space as a vector. The vector
can be interpreted as a feature of the image portion in concern
and can be used as measure of the similarity between template
and the query image portion.

Global features related to color or texture are commonly
used to describe the image content in image retrieval. The
problem using global features is this method cannot capture all
parts of the image having different characteristics [4]. In order
to capture specific parts of the image the local feature is used.
The proposed method uses 2D Discrete wavelet transform
with Haar base function, combined the two high sub-band
frequency to make significant points and edge, choose any part
of image by threshold the high coefficient value.

1) Image coding and archiving with attributes
information
2) Database operations including image retrievals and
updating database
(3)Database management including maintenance

B. Image Retrieval
Two image retrieval methods are supported by the
proposed image retrieval system. One is keyword based search
utilizing the following keywords,
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1) Image file name
2) Satellite name
3) Sensor name
4) Band number
5) Area name
6) Observation date
7) Observation time
8) Area feature
9) Cloud content
Another image retrieval method is image feature based
method. There are utilizing features for image retrievals.
C. Image Feature
Average, variance, skewness, kurtosis, energy, entropy, the
number of edges, minimum/maximum pixel values, contrast,
digital count at most frequent pixel values are selected as
features. After calculation of features, principal component
analysis is applied to the features. The first three principal
components are extracted then the mapped features are divided
into groups a shown in Figure 1.

p

the condition of 1   ai2 . Such this z is called as the first
i 1

principal component. Also such these coefficients ai are called
as the first principal component vector. Rewriting the first
principal component as z1, and the first principal component
vector a1, then the arbitrary order, j of principal component zj
and principal component vector aj can be written as follows,
a j a tj  1

(2)

 i2   2j , i  j

(3)

 ij  0, i  j

E. The Number of Edges
The following Sobel operator derived edges are extracted
from the images for one of the features for image retrievals.

(4)
Where fx, fy denotes pixel values of edge enhanced images
in the horizontal and vertical directions. With appropriated
threshold, the horizontal and vertical edges are extracted from
the enhanced images. Figure 2 shows one of examples of edge
detected images.

Fig. 1.
The first three principal components are extracted then the mapped
features are divided into groups

Thus the images in the image database are projected in the
principal component space. Then the group number is used for
one of attribute information.
D. Principal Component Analysis
Let xi, i=1, 2, ..,p be features extracted from the image
assuming correlation among the features. Then new variable, z
is defined as follows,
p

z   a i xi

(a)Original image
(b)Edge detected image
Fig. 2.

Edge detections

F. Texture Features
(1)

i 1

Where ai is determined as maximizing variance of z under

２

The following texture features, mean (μ) and variance (σ ),
skewness (SKW), kurtosis (KRT), energy (EGY), and entropy
(ENT) are selected for representation of image features for
search.
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(9)
These are called as basic orthogonal matrices. Using the
basic orthogonal matrix, power of A can be written as follows,
(10)
Namely,

(4)
Other than these, the following contrast is also calculated
for image retrievals.

(11)

(5)
G. Principal Component for Image Retrievals
PCA component derived from satellite imagery data has
different variance. In order to normalize the variance, the
following equation is used,

If the maximum absolute value of the non diagonal
elements, aij(s) is found, then

(6)
Where xij denotes two dimensional imagery of pixel data
while si denotes variance of the pixel data of band i.
Correlation coefficient between band i and j is expressed as
follows,

(12)
It is possible to find the θ as to equation (12) is satisfied. Then,
(13)
Thus the eigen values are obtained,
(14)

(7)
Using the correlation coefficients, eigen value and eigen
vector of correlation coefficient is estimated utilizing Jacob
method. Let X, Λ be eigen vector and eigen value of A. Non
singular matrix M is utilized, then,

If we choose Mi as follows,

Then,

Thus eigen values are determined followed by the
corresponding eigen vector.
(8)
Thus it is found that eigen value and eigen vector is not
going to be changed with the aforementioned operation with
the non singular matrix, M. The followings are candidates of
M,

H. Implementation of Image Retrievals
Web design for image retrievals is conducted. Figure 3
shows the registration form. The aforementioned key words
for key word image retrievals can be input to the database.
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Fig. 3.

Registration for which allows input keywords through dialog boxes

The registered image with attribution data can be
confirmed as shown in Figure 4. Figure 5 shows top page of
the image retrieval system. If user input query information
through the web page which is shown in Figure 6, then search
results can be obtained from the image retrieval system as
shown in Figure 7. Keyword search can be done through the
web page of Figure 6.

Fig. 4.

Confirmation of the registered image and attribution data

Image feature based search is also done through the web
page of Figure 8. Then the search results can be obtained as
shown in Figure 9. Also the attribution information is obtained
as shown in Figure 10.
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Fig. 5.

page of the image retrieval system

Fig. 7.

Retrieved image are obtained as candidates

Fig. 6.

Query information can be input through the web page

Fig. 8.

Image feature based search is also done through the web page.
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III.

EXPERIMENTS

A. A. Data Used and Evaluation of Hit Ratio and the
Number of Steps for Search
Landsat Thematic Mapper: TM data are used for
experiments. From the TM data, 288 of 64 by 64 pixels of
sample images with the different types of image features are
selected.
12 students are nominated for performance tests of hit ratio
and the required number of steps for image retrievals.
B. B. Image Retrieved Results
The examples of the first principal component images (the
largest eigen vector which corresponds to the largest eigen
value) are shown in Figure 11.

Fig. 9.

Search results can be obtained

Fig. 11. Examples of the first principal component images (the largest eigen
vector which corresponds to the largest eigen value)

Image feature based image retrieval is conducted. If user
clicks one of the displayed image of Figure 11, then the
retrieved image candidates are displayed in accordance with the
distance between the query image and the candidate images as
shown in Figure 12. Figure 12 shows the example images
extracted from the first group of the first principal component
images. It is found that image complexity can be expressed
with the first principal component images.

Fig. 10.

Attribution information is obtained

Fig. 12. Example images extracted from the first group of the first principal
component images.
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C. Evaluation of Hit Ratio and the Required Number of Steps
for Search
By using the query images of Figure 13, image feature
based image retrievals are conducted by 12 students who do
not have any experience and knowledge about satellite
imagery data at all. The evaluation results are shown in Table
1.

search. Therefore, not only hit ratio but also the number of
steps required for search is poor.
IV. CONCLUSION
Remote Sensing satellite image database which allows
image portion retrievals utilizing principal component which
consists of spectral and spatial features extracted from the
imagery data is proposed. Through the experiments with
actual remote sensing satellite images, it is found that the
proposed image retrieval does work so well.
Experimental results show that hit ratio depends on the
image features which are containing in the satellite image in
concern. The required number of steps does not depend on the
image features which are contained in the satellite image in
concern. Because user forgets about the image retrievals when
they feel that it is difficult to search due to the fact that
satellite image in concern does not have any specific features.
ACKNOWLEDGMENT
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Fig. 13. Query images which are selected from the 288 of sample Landsat
TM images in the image database.
[2]
TABLE I.

HIT RATIO AND THE REQUIRED NUMBER OF STEPS FOR
SEARCH WHICH ARE EVALUATED WITH LAND SAT SATELLITE TM IMAGERY
DATA BY 12 STUDENTS.
A

B

C

D

E

F

Hit Ratio (%)

54.5

36.4

18.2

72.7

9.1

100

No.of Steps

5.7

12

21

6.4

3

4.1

[3]

[4]

Hit ratio and the required number of steps for search are
totally depending on the complexity of the query image. The
highest hit ratio is shown for the query image “F” while the
lowest hit ratio is shown for the query image of “E”. Therefore
it is said that image feature rich image of “F” is easy to
retrieve while image feature poor image of “E” is difficult for
search. On the other hands, the number of steps required for
image retrievals for the query image “C” is greatest and that
for the query image “E” is smallest. This implies that it takes
long time to search the query image “C”, at the same time, not
so large hit ratio cannot be achieved for such query image.
Meanwhile, user tried to search images for the query image
“E”, and then user quit to search because it is difficult to
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Abstract—Mashup based content search engine for mobile
devices is proposed. Example of the proposed search engine is
implemented
with
Yahoo!JAPAN
Web
SearchAPI,
Yahoo!JAPAN Image searchAPI, YouTube Data API, and
Amazon Product Advertising API. The retrieved results are also
merged and linked each other. Therefore, the different types of
contents can be referred once an e-learning content is retrieved.
The implemented search engine is evaluated with 20 students.
The results show usefulness and effectiveness on e-learning
content searches with a variety of content types, image, document,
PDF files, moving picture.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
Mashup technology is defined as search engine with plural
different APIs. Mashup has not only the plural APIs, but also
the following specific features.
1) it enables classifications of the contents in concern by
using web 2.0,
2) it may use API from the different sites,
3) it allows information retrievals from both sides of
client and server,
4) it may search contents as an arbitrary structured
hybrid contents which is mixed contents formed with the
individual contents from the different sites,
5) it enabling to utilize REST, RSS, Atom, etc. which are
formed from XML conversions.
There are some Mashup tools, Yahoo! Pipes 1 , Microsoft
Popfly 2 , etc. while there are some services using Mashup
technology, ChaMap –Enjoy Geo Communication!- 3 ,
Newsgraphy4, Flowser on Amazon5

peculiarity on Android devices. Mashup technology utilized
search engine for e-learning content retrievals is proposed.
Example of the proposed search engine is implemented with
Yahoo!JAPAN Web SearchAPI, Yahoo!JAPAN Image
searchAPI, YouTube Data API, and Amazon Product
Advertising API. The retrieved results are also merged and
linked each other. Therefore, the different types of contents can
be referred once an e-learning content is retrieved. The
implemented search engine is evaluated with 20 students. The
results show usefulness and effectiveness on e-learning content
searches with a variety of content types, image, document,
PDF files, moving picture.
The following section describes the proposed search engine
followed by implementation results and experimental results
with 20 students which show usefulness and effectiveness of
the proposed content search engine for mobile devices. Then
conclusion is described together with some discussions on
future investigations.
II.

PROPOSED METHOD AND SYSTEM

A. Background of the Proposed Search Engine
Figure 1 shows research background of the proposed search
engine.

Although Mashup allows content search which is same as
portal, Mashup has the aforementioned different features from
portal. Therefore, Mashup is possible to create more flexible
search engine for any purposes of content retrievals. The
search system which is proposed here is that make it possible
to control the graph in the 3D space display with these
1

http://pipes.yahoo.com/pipes/
http://www.microsoft.com/ja-jp/dev/default.aspx
3
http://chamap.net/
4
http://newsgraphy.com/
5
http://www.flowser.com/
2

Fig.1.
engine

Research background of the proposed mashup based content search

There are seven key components, user involvement, user
contribution, arranging by users, reliability, rich experiences,
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long tail, and distributed system. Facebook, Mixi, etc. of social
network system allows user involvement. Users may contribute
to create huge database through amazon.com, for instance.
Long tail becomes true with amazon.com, Rakuten, etc, Not
only contents but also rearrangement of the contents can be
done by users through Hatena Bookmark, Nikoniko, etc.
Reliable Q&A is available through Wikipedia, Yahoo answer,
etc. Also rich experiences are obtained through e-mail
communications with Gmail, for instance.

Under the icon of these five content types, candidate
contents are aligned below the icons as search results. In order
to show the candidate contents in a 3D representation, the sizes
of icons and the candidate contents are changed depending on
their locations. Namely, the icons which are located near
forward are displayed with relatively large size while those
which are located near backward are displayed with
comparatively small size as shown in Figure 4.

These activities can be done based on Web 2.0 technology
utilized distributed system. In particular, Mashup technology
allows efficient and effective information retrievals for the
distributed information providing systems.
B. Content Types and Representation Models for the Content
Search
There are some contents types for search. Namely,
document, moving picture, a variety of types of contents,
images, etc. Also there are some representation models for the
different search content types, helical, star, star-helical, and star
slide models. Figure 2 shows an example of star slide model of
representation of contents types (Blue star) and the search
results (Smile marks). Namely, there are the different content
types on the top and there are search results under the content
types. With the touch panel function, these content types can
be selected (swipe in horizontal direction) and also search
results can be selected through swipe in vertical direction.

Fig.4.

Icon sizes are changed depending on their locations

Also swipe for candidate URLs in vertical direction and
flick for rotation of candidate URLs in horizontal direction are
available as shown in Figure 5.

Fig.2.
Content type and search result selections by star slide model of
representation method

Figure 3 shows five content types as example. Namely,
there are Youtube for moving picture, Amazon.com for
product, Yahoo for document, Yahoo search for image, and
Yahoo for Web searches as shown in Figure 3.

Fig.5.
Swipe for candidate URLs in vertical direction and flick for rotation
of candidate URLs in horizontal direction

Away3D on Andoroide is used for 3D representation of
icons while the APIs which are shown in Figure 6 are used for
Mashup. These are aligned in the pentagonal shape as shown in
Figure 7. Meanwhile, example of icon movement through
swipe for the case of Yahoo search is shown in Figure 8.
Candidate of URL icon is selected with swipe (up and down
operations).

Fig.3.

Five different content types are available for search
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In this section, example of the search operation with the
keyword of “java” is demonstrated as shown in Figure 10. First,
users have to key-in their keyword through the dialog box.
After the research results appear on the screen, then users have
to select the candidate of the search results with swipe and flick
operations.

Fig.6.

APIs used for mashup

Fig.7.

API icons alignment

When you click the icon, then Figure 11 (a) of dialog box
with search start of radio button appears followed by keyboard
screen as shown in Figure 11 (b). When you key-in the
keyword, “java” for example, then search result of screen
images appear as shown in Figure 12. Examples of swipe and
flick operations are shown in Figure 13. Thus users may take a
look at research results freely and easily. After that, when user
click one icon of the candidate of the search results from the
candidates of icons as the search results, the content of the
candidate appears as shown in Figure 14.

Fig.9.
Example of display image of smartphone of which the proposed
search engine is implemented
github.com/legnoh/ledoxea

Fig.8.
search

Example of icon movement through swipe for the case of Yahoo

C. Examples on Content Search Operations
The icon of the application software, ELDOXEA: elearning document search engine appears on the screen as
shown in Figure 9. ELDOXEA is proposed for e-learning
content search [1]-[5].

Fig.10.

Example operations for search with keyword of “java”
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(a)Search startup screen image
Fig.11.

Examples of all the five content search results of screen images

D. Merged Saerch Results
At the bottom of the screen, there are four content types as
shown in Figure 15. In the Figure 15, screen image is the
search results from the Web search (Yahoo search). Therefore,
the rest of four content types, Documents, Images, Moving
picture, and PDF files are on the list. When you click one of
those, then you get the closest related content because the
contents have links to the closest different types of contents.
There are some keywords in the Meta tag of the source code of
URLs. By using the number of common keywords in the Meta
tag keywords for both content types of URLs, the distance
between URLs is defined. Thus the closest URL can be
retrieved using the distance between URLs. This is also
specific feature of the Mashup technology of search engine.

Search startup screen image

(a)Key-in screen image
Fig.12.

Fig.14.

(b)Key-in screen image

(b)Search results screen image

Search results of candidates

Fig.15.
Example of linked retrieved results (Merged contents of Yahoo
search results with the other retrieved contents)

(a)Screen image after vertical swipe (b)Screen image after horizontal flick
Fig.13.
Example of search result screen images after swipe and flick
operations

III. EXPERIMENTS
20 students in the laboratory of department of information
science, Saga University are participated to the experiments
using the developed ELDOXEA. Then more than 30 of reports
are sent as shown in Figure 16.
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are closely related to the retrieved content are not so easy to
refer. It should be solved in the future.
ACKNOWLEDGMENT
The author would like to thank Mr. Ryoma Kai, for his
effort to implement search engine application software and to
conduct experiments.
[1]

[2]
Fig.16.
Figure 16 Small portion of the report from the users (20 of students)
about ELDOXEA

Although most of those reports are positive, effective
search and easy to use, a small number of negative report say
that merged contents are not so easy to refer. Link structure has
to be clearly shown in the screen.
IV. CONCLUSION
Mashup based content search engine for mobile devices is
proposed. Example of the proposed search engine is
implemented with Yahoo!JAPAN Web SearchAPI,
Yahoo!JAPAN Image searchAPI, YouTube Data API, and
Amazon Product Advertising API. The retrieved results are
also merged and linked each other. Therefore, the different
types of contents can be referred once an e-learning content is
retrieved. The implemented search engine is evaluated with 20
students. The results show usefulness and effectiveness on elearning content searches with a variety of content types, image,
document, PDF files, moving picture.
Through experiments with 20 of students who use
ELDOXEA for e-learning content search, it is found that the
proposed search engine provides e-learning content retrievals
comfortably and in a comprehensive manner. On the other
hand, there is the report which says that merged contents which

[3]

[4]

[5]
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Abstract—A laparoscopic surgery system by using a robot
holds many problems. Among these, its inability in delivering
touching sensation to a surgeon is raised as the biggest problem.
The current paper attempted to find a force feedback controlling
method at the time of performing movement by using one-degree
of freedom (DOF) arm of slave and master system that is used in
the programming based system. The study was two methods
experience force feedback control; In the first place used force
sensors and otherwise, conducted for the force feedback control
by using a force sensor and for the case when the sensor could
not be used due to the spatial and systematic limitation. The
realization of force feedback system was successful, and the
experiment results of force feedback control and current based
force feedback control mode based on the force sensors of oneDOF system indicates that it could be directly applied to the
another multi-DOF surgical robot system that is currently under
the development.
Keywords—Laparoscopic surgery; force feedback control;
degree of freedom (DOF).

I.

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, the robot has been used in various fields for the
development of industrial technology. In particular, it is
utilization high for automotive and specialty industrial fields.
Using a precision operation of robot is very good matching for
required medical fields, because it is available details and
accuracy surgical operations. Hence, the application of robot in
medical field has been rapidly progressed in last decade. Based
on its application, a medical robot is classified into surgical
robots, human robots to help physically handicapped and aged
people, and Bio robots to study biomechanisms [1]. While
using a surgical robot, the sensing information delivery by
using hand provides much information by surpassing visual
and aural information. All of sensations felt by hand are called
as haptic, and the haptic interface related researches have been
initiated from remote operation or from a devise for
handicapped person, and developed into telesurgery, remote
control, and application in space & aeronautic fields [2-3].
Especially, Minimally Invasive Surgery (MIS) in the field of
medicine operates a surgery without opening a lesion, but a

surgeon operates a surgery by seeing a monitor after inserting
surgical tools and camera through a hole in a lesion. Although
the method’s application scope is enlarged due to the
advantages of shorter surgery time and shorter recuperation
time of patients, but there is a three major disadvantage [4]; (a)
As the surgeon does not have direct access to the operating
field the tissue cannot be palpated any more. (b) Due to the
friction in the trocar and due to the torque which are necessary
to rotate the instrument around the entry point, the appearing
contact forces between instrument and tissue can hardly be
sensed. (c) As the instrument has to be moved around an
invariant fulcrum point intuitive, direct hand-eye coordination
is lost and due to the kinematic restrictions only four-DOF
remains inside the body of the patient. Therefore, the surgeon
could not feel the sensation when he directly operates a surgery
[5-7]. Several robot surgical systems including Zeus and daVinci systems have been developed, but no report has been
made yet for a haptic Interface providing system that could be
applied onto an actual surgery. The current paper conducted a
study for a force feedback control method that can be applied
onto the currently developing surgical robot systems. The study
was two type experiences for force feedback control; In the
first place used force sensor and otherwise, conducted for the
realization of force feedback control by using force/torque
sensors and for the case when the sensors could not be used
due to the spatial and systematic limitation.
II.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. System Composition
In generally, surgical robot system is a consist of master
and slave consoles. Therefore, many other researchers has been
actively research of medical robot structure analysis and
system developed the through after 1990s, but it is need to high
cost and times. The development of haptic device that is used
haptic interface for tactile transmission and control can be used
to replace the master system. We used master system are
PHANToM device that it have 6-DOFs functions for
SensAbleTM [8]. This is characteristic as following; workspace
of 381*276*191mm, nominal position resolution of 0.007mm,
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maximum executable force of 37.5N and stiffness of 3.5N/mm.
The slave system used for Adept 550 industry robot (adept
technology, Inc) [9]. This Adept 550 robot is a four-axis
SCARA (Selective Compliance Assembly Robot Arm) robot.
Among then, we used attached to the surgical instrument
dummy tool on the one-axis. Accordingly, the study was
conducted by using translational 1-DOF among total 4-DOFs
of slave. Figure 1 illustrates the overall composition of the
electrical current and force sensor base force feedback control
system block diagram. The Slave were equipped with DC
motors (Maxon Motor AG, Switzerland), and general
controllers were used. The general controller design is based
on a nonlinear system control approach. The implemented of
control software was generated from the C/C++ with Pentium
processor 2.5GHz CPU (Intel Co., Ltd.) and 2Gbyte of RAM.
For the communication method between the control software
and general controller that is connected to the master/slave, it
used a performance proven, a well recognized serial bus type
CAN (Controller Area Network) communication method.
Through the minimum 3 lines of simple and small volume of
communication lines, the serial communication up to 1Mbps
was possible. Since the collision prevention and error control
processing mechanisms were already well established on a
standard phase, reliable communication was possible. The bus
type allowed multiple controllers to share communication lines
efficiently, which fitted the proposal of the current system. The
motor used for the control was controlled by using 1000Hz
cycle.

the master device, displacement is detected to transmit the
value to the operation for the position control command value
of the slave. The tracking of the master command value used
PID control method for the slave system. To feedback the
amount of load received in the slave to the master side, an
electric current based control and a sensor using control
methods were used. The electric current based control method
recognizes the force applied into the slave by using an electric
current value of the slave and transmits the value to the master
side for the control. The calculation and programming based
control method was used for the electric current value input
control of the master in Figure 2. For the Figure 2 illustration
as follows: The controller is described by the transfer functions
PFMX, PFMY and PFMZ which are each position and force of
master system. Theinverse Jacobian matrix JM-1 is computed
by the estimated joint position  . The delay time TD dominates
the delay of the communication network between master and
slave that is a less than 1ms. For the force feedback control
method by using sensors, the Load-Cell sensor was installed at
the tool end of the slave as illustrated. The output of the LoadCell sensor is approved as the input of control program through
an amplification circuit. Such approved slave force could be
felt at the master through the force and electric current control
of the master haptic device.

Fig. 2.
Control system architecture for current and force sensor based force
feedback
Fig. 1.

Force feedback control block diagram

B. Control Method
The force feedback control scheme has an impedance
control and admittance control about the haptic device [10].
Impedance controlled systems detect motion commanded by
the operator and control the force applied by the haptic device.
Admittance controlled systems detect the force commanded by
the operator and control the velocity [11]. Also, The control
methods for tele-manipulator systems used position to position
control and position to force control. First case, controller
torques applied to the master and slave are equal, but this is
occur position and velocity error between the two device.
Another case, It is similar to a position-position controller,
except that the torque applied to the master system is based on
a force sensor measurement on the slave system [12]. We
system is a set the slave to follow the movement of the master
haptic device and a controller was established based on the
position of the master. From the movement position signals of

C. Current and force control function
In order to evaluate the interrelation of the electric current
and force we compared current values according to the each
condition after making the identical control condition to
measure the current and force using no-load condition and softtissue.
For the no-load condition, the translation motor of the slave
needs to be regular current to move the slave robot according
to moving of master. Also when inflicting the load, it is
received the position of translation movement and the force of
reaching to the soft-tissue from the motor current. Therefore, in
order to evaluate the interrelation of the current and force in
this system, it is necessary to get information of the position as
well as inflicting the force to the object. To examine the current
and force, the following three equations are needed. For
estimating the values of the force, three input variables, that is,
position error (pe) of the master and slave, the first variation
(∆pe(n)) of the error, and the second variation (∆p’) of the error
as follows:
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pe  Pmaster(n)  Pslave(n)
Δpe(n)  pe(n)  pe(n  1 )
Δp '  Δpe(n)  Δpe(n  1 )
The interrelation equation of the current according to the
force is a follows:

icurrent  f (Δa)
Where ∆a denotes the first and second variation of the
position.
We can figure out the current when reaching to the soft
tissue using the current value from equation:

inoload  Cnoload(n)  MAChangeVactor(n)
iload  pe(n)  MAChangeVactor(n)
ilcantact  inoload  iload
MAChangeVactor(n)  Ax (n)  Ax (n  1)
 Ax (n  s  1)  Ax (n  s )
Where MAChangeVactor(n) is the value of the moving average
in the interval where the value changes positive to negatives.
III.

EXPERIMENT

B. Force sensor weight simulation
By using an experimental weight, the force sensor output at
the 1-DOF translation movement was confirmed by the weight.
The output experiment of the force sensor responding to 0.09N,
0.9N, 4.9N and 9.8N of weights was performed under the test
condition of 10 seconds force application before 5-seconds of
force removal (Figure 4).
C. Relationship of force with electric current on No-Load and
test material
The electric current and force change was measured by
actuating the master and slave system. As illustrated in Figure
5, it was possible to see the occurrence of motor current value
under the No-Load state. It is also compared force sensor
signals value. The motor current was developed by the
interaction of equipment that holds a model tool in the slave
robot arm at the time of Translation movement. To understand
the relationship between electric current and force at the time
of Translation movement on the test material, a laparoscopic
surgery training use tissue suture pad was used to perform the
test. The highest electric current was observed in test material
model. However, the electric current under the No-Load state
was observed in ±500mA range. It revealed that relatively
large amount of electric current was flowing even under the
No-Load state. It is a movement current following the master
command to slave system.

The force sensor used for the experiment was composed as
bridge circuit, and the tension/compression available UMN-K5
(DACELL Co., Ltd.) was used. The force sensor operates at
DC 5V with input and output impedance of 352Ω, rated output
of 0.9102mV/V, small size of 27*34mm and maximum
measurement up to 49.03N is possible.
A. Design of a force sensor amplification circuit
To amplify few mill-voltages (mV/V) of output signal
values outputted from a force sensor, an amplification circuit
(INA118U), which enables 1000 times of amplification was
designed.
The amplifier used at the current paper is precise, which
can be operated under the low voltage and amplification
coefficient was adjusted by using variable resistance. This
amplify circuit board was a size of 76.2*53.5mm and 4-layer
PCB (printed circuit board). In addition, a notch filter was used
to remove 60Hz of power noise (Figure 3).

Fig. 3.

Force sensor amplifier circuit board

Fig. 4.
Test of sensor weight simulation: (a) 0.09N; (b) 0.9N; (c) 4.9N; (d)
9.8N (X-axis is time(msec) and Y- axis is voltage(mV/V)

Fig. 5.

Relationship of each No-Load and Load force with electric current
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IV. RESULTS
To control the force feedback in this paper, we use
electrical current values of the motor instead of sensor value,
because of restriction of the space and structure in the
laparoscopic surgery robot system that is in the process of the
development.
Figure 6 shows the results of using the 5-point moving
average algorithm for the current values that are obtained when
no-load condition and pressing the test material object. That it
is obtained from subtracting current values between no-load
condition and pressing the test material. This means that the
actual current values when pressing the soft-tissue object.
Figure 7 shows position following performance of the slave. It
shows good performance. The master and slave system of
correction (r=0.93) for each position has an positive linear
relation.

robot system. As it has been tested in the current study, the
application of the force feedback control method by using a
force sensor onto a surgery robot tends to require use of more
sensitive force sensor than the one currently used, and the
problem of vibration at the slave robot arm has to be improved
at the time of translation movement. In addition, the
application of force sensor has to be applied onto the actuation,
rotation, pitch, and yaw DOF other than the translation
movement suggested in the current study, and reviews and
studies have to be progressed on the force feedback control
method by using motor current along with the force feedback
control method on position.
Based on the above result, future studies have to be made
on the method of using force/torque at the whole many other
DOF of the slave and to realize force feedback system by using
more various algorithms. We also should be study to
development of component and small size sensor for medical
robotics fields.
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Results of from master system to slave system position tracking
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V. CONCLUSION
The surgical robot systems have been used on the surgery
method for various diseases through the MIS. Therefore, the
transit of haptic information to the surgeon's are such an
environment as open surgery which it is appropriate
microsurgery and bad location the affected part of surgery. The
current paper describes a force feedback controlling method by
using a force sensor or motor current in a laparoscopic surgery
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Abstract—Classification algorithms of data mining have been
successfully applied in the recent years to predict cancer based on
the gene expression data. Micro-array is a powerful diagnostic
tool that can generate handful information of gene expression of
all the human genes in a cell at once. Various classification
algorithms can be applied on such micro-array data to devise
methods that can predict the occurrence of tumor. However, the
accuracy of such methods differ according to the classification
algorithm used. Identifying the best classification algorithm
among all available is a challenging task. In this study, we have
made a comprehensive comparative analysis of 14 different
classification algorithms and their performance has been
evaluated by using 3 different cancer data sets. The results
indicate that none of the classifiers outperformed all others in
terms of the accuracy when applied on all the 3 data sets. Most of
the algorithms performed better as the size of the data set is
increased. We recommend the users not to stick to a particular
classification method and should evaluate different classification
algorithms and select the better algorithm.
Keywords—Weka; Cancer Classification; Micro-array; Datamining; Classification Algorithms; Gene Expression Data;

I. INTRODUCTION
Advancement of Information Technology led to huge data
accumulation in the recent years in several domains including
banking, retail, telecommunications and medical diagnostics.
The data from all such domains includes valuable information
and knowledge which is often hidden. Processing the huge data
and retrieving meaningful information from it is a difficult
task. Data Mining is a wonderful tool for handling this task.
The term Data Mining, also known as Knowledge Discovery in
Databases (KDD) refers to the non trivial extraction of
implicit, previously unknown and potentially useful
information from data in databases [1]. Data mining in cancer
research has been one of the important research topics in
biomedical science during the recent years [2].
They are several different data mining techniques like
Pattern Recognition, Clustering, Association and Classification

[3]. Classification has been identified as an important problem
in the emerging field of data mining [4] as they try to find
meaningful ways to interpret data sets. Classification of data is
very typical task in data mining. There are large number of
classifiers that are used to classify the data namely Bayes,
Function, Rule’s based, Tree based classification etc. The goal
of classification is to correctly predict the value of a designated
discrete class variable, given a vector of predictors or attributes
[5]. In the age of bioinformatics, cancer data sets have been
used for the cancer diagnosis and treatment that can improve
human aging [6].
Cancer is a disease characterized by uncontrolled growth
and spread of the abnormal cells and the capability to invade
other tissues that can be caused by both external factors like
radiation, chemicals, tobacco etc., and internal factors like
inherited mutations, hormones, immune conditions, etc. There
are more than 100 different types of cancers. Most of the
cancers are named after the organ or type of cell in which they
appear e.g., Melanoma, Colon Cancer, Breast Cancer etc.
All cancers begin in cells which are the structural and
functional units of the body. These cells grow and divide in a
controlled way to produce more cells as they are needed to
keep the body healthy. When cells become old or damaged,
they die and are replaced with new cells. However, sometimes
life cycle of the cells fails or gets disturbed due to many
reasons. When this happens, cells do not die as expected and
new cells are formed even when the body does not need them.
These extra cells may form a mass of tissue called a tumor.
Tumors can be either benign or malignant. Some cancers do
not form tumors. For example, leukemia is a cancer of the
blood that does not form tumors.
Gene expression analysis of cancer is used to study
regulatory gene defects and other devastating diseases, cellular
responses to the environment, cell cycle variation, etc. When
genes are expressed, the genetic information (base sequence)
on DNA is first transcribed (copied) to a molecule named
messenger RNA (mRNA). The mRNA molecules further
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participate in protein synthesis by specifying the particular
amino acids that make up individual proteins. Gene Expression
Analysis is one of the major applications of the Micro-array.
Microarray is a hybridization of a nucleic acid sample (target)
to a very large set of oligo-nucleotide probes, which are
attached to a solid support (chip), to determine sequence or to
detect variations in a gene sequence or expression levels or for
gene mapping.
In the recent years, tumor classification is frequently
studied by applying various data mining classification
algorithms on cancer gene expression micro-array data sets so
as to predict the presence of cancer. However, the availability
of several algorithms in data mining for classification often
leads to confusion over the selection of the right algorithm. In
this study, we have made a comparative analysis of the
performances of various classification algorithms on different
cancer micro-array data sets.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
We have used the popular, open-source data mining tool
Weka (version 3.6.6) for this analysis. Three different data sets
have been used and the performance of a comprehensive set of
classification algorithms (classifiers) has been analyzed. The
analysis has been performed on a HP Windows system with
Intel® Core ™ i3 CPU, 2.40 GHz Processor and 4.00 GB
RAM. The data sets have been chosen such that they differ in
size, mainly in terms of the number of attributes.

Acyclic Graph (DAG) that encodes a joint probability
distribution [10].
2. Naive Bayesian
Naive Bayesian classifier is developed on bayes conditional
probability rule used for performing classification tasks,
assuming attributes as statistically independent; the word Naive
means strong. All attributes of the data set are considered as
independent and strong of each other [11].
3. Simple Logistics
It is a classifier used for building linear logistic regression
models. LogitBoost with simple regression functions are base
learners used for fitting the logistic models. The optimal
number of LogitBoost iterations to perform is cross-validated,
which leads to automatic attribute selection [12].
4. Multilayer Perceptron
Multilayer Perceptron is a nonlinear classifier based on the
Perceptron. A Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) is a back
propagation neural network with one or more layers between
input and output layer. The following diagram illustrates a
perceptron network with three layers [13].

A. Data set 1:
The first data set is a small Breast Cancer Micro-array
Gene Expression data used in an earlier study [7]. The data set
contains 9 attributes apart from the class attribute with 286
instances.
B. Data set 2:
The second data set is a medium sized data set with Microarray Gene Expression data of Lymphoma patients [8]. The
data set has a total of 4,026 attributes and 45 instances.
C. Data set 3:
The large data set 3 is also a Micro-array Gene Expression
data of Leukemia with 7,129 attributes and 34 instances [9].
D. Classifiers Used:
A total of 14 classification algorithms have been used in
this comparative study. The classifiers in Weka have been
categorized into different groups such as Bayes, Functions,
Lazy, Rules, Tree based classifiers etc. A good mix of
algorithms have been chosen from these groups that include
Bayes Net & Naive Bayes (from Bayes), Multilayer
Perceptron, Simple Logistics & SMO (from functions), IBk &
KStar (from Lazy), NNge, PART & ZeroR (from Rules) and
ADTree, J48, Random Forest & Simple Cart (from Trees). The
following sections explain a brief about each of these
algorithms.
1. Bayes Net
Bayes Nets or Bayesian networks are graphical
representation for probabilistic relationships among a set of
random variables. A Bayesian network is an annotated Directed

5. SMO
Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) is used for
training a support vector classifier using polynomial or RBF
kernels. It replaces all missing the values and transforms
nominal attributes into binary ones [14]. A single hidden layer
neural network uses exactly the same form of model as an
SVM.
6. IBk
IBk is a k-nearest-neighbor classifier that uses the same
distance metric. k-NN is a type of instance based learning or
lazy learning where the function is only approximated locally
and all computation is deferred until classification. In this
algorithm an object is classified by a majority vote of its
neighbors [15].
7. KStar (K*)
Aha, Kibler & Albert describe three instance-based learners
of increasing sophistication. IB1 is an implementation of a
nearest neighbor algorithm with a specific distance function.
IB3 is a further extension to improve tolerance to noisy data.
Instances that have a sufficiently bad classification history are
forgotten and only instances that have a good classification
history are used for classification. Aha [16] described IB4 and
IB5, which handle irrelevant and novel attributes.
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8. NNge
Instance-based learners are “lazy” in the sense that they
perform little work when learning from the data set, but expend
more effort classifying new examples. The simplest method,
nearest neighbor, performs no work at all when learning. NNge
does not attempt to out-perform all other machine learning
classifiers. Rather, it examines generalized exemplars as a
method of improving the classification performance of
instance-based learners [17].
9. PART
PART uses the separate-and-conquer strategy, where it
builds a rule in that manner and removes the instances it
covers, and continues creating rules recursively for the
remaining instances. Where C4.5 and RIPPER does global
optimization to produce accurate rule sets, this added
simplicity is the main advantage of PART [18].
10. ZeroR
ZeroR is the simplest classification method which depends
on the target and ignores all predictors. ZeroR classifier simply
predicts the majority category (class). Although there is no
predictability power in ZeroR, it is useful for determining a
baseline performance as a benchmark for other classification
methods [19].
11. ADTree
Alternating Decision Tree is one of the classification
method used in Machine learning which consists of decision
nodes and prediction nodes. An instance is classified by an
ADTree for which all decision nodes are true and summing any
prediction nodes that are traversed. This makes it different
from basic classification tree models that follow only one path
through the tree [20].
12. J48
The J48 algorithm is WEKA’s implementation of the C4.5
decision tree learner. The algorithm uses a greedy technique to
induce decision trees for classification and uses reduced-error
pruning [21].
13. Random Forest
Random forest is an ensemble classifier which consists of
many decision tree and gives class as outputs i.e., the mode of
the class's output by individual trees. Random Forests gives
many classification trees without pruning [22].
14. Simple Cart
CART is a recursive and gradual refinement algorithm of
building a decision tree, to predict the classification situation of
new samples of known input variable value. Breiman et. al.,
1984 provided this algorithm and is based on Classification and
Regression Trees (CART) [23].
In our study, we have applied all the above classifiers on
the 3 different cancer data sets and the results have been
analyzed.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The data sets have been submitted to a set of classification
algorithms of Weka. We have used the 'Explorer' option of the
Weka tool. Certain comparative studies conducted earlier
[24][25][26][27][28] have shown that a particular algorithm
has performed better on their data set and their conclusions
however differ from each other. The studies either have used a
very minimal set of classifiers or have used data sets that are
not diverse resulting in an advantage or bias for a particular
algorithm. Keeping that in mind, we have included a good
number of classifiers in our analysis and used data sets that are
diverse (in terms of size). The following sections describe the
results obtained in our analysis.
A. Classification of Data set 1
The data set 1 is a small data set of micro-array gene
expression data of Breast Cancer with 10 attributes and 286
instances. 5 out of the 14 algorithms got an accuracy of more
than 95% where as the remaining algorithms reported the
classification accuracy between 70% and 80%. Table 1 shows
the results obtained in the analysis on data set 1.
The results in Table 1 indicate that the classifiers Multilayer
Perceptron (ANN), IBk, KStar, NNge, and Random Forest
performed better than the remaining algorithms. The Multilayer
perceptron however took more time (11.68 secs) for
classification whereas the remaining algorithms took almost
less than 1 second. The kappa statistic for these 5 algorithms
has been almost the same (~0.9). It should be noted that except
IBk and KStar (Lazy classifiers), the classifiers among the
better performers do not belong to the same group.
B. Classification of Data set 2
When a medium size data set (Lymphoma data set with
4,026 attributes and 45 instances) has been classified, the
performance of the classifiers has significantly improved. All
the classifiers (except ZeroR) reported more than 97%
accuracy. Table 2 gives a summary report of the performances
of all the classifiers when applied on Lymphoma data set.
10 out of 14 classifiers have got 100% accuracy as they
correctly classified all the 45 instances. Though the number of
instances decreased from 268 instances (from data set 1) to 45,
the performance of the classifiers has been very good. The data
set 2 has more number of attributes than data set 1 that resulted
in better accuracy. The multilayer perceptron besides
classifying all the instances correctly has however took a
longer time (890.2 seconds) to get the results and hence, the
accuracy of multi-layer perceptron can be ignored.
C. Classification of Data set 3
Finally, the large data set of Leukemia with 7,129 attributes
and 34 instances has been used. The classifiers have achieved
accuracies similar to the classification of medium size data set.
However, the classifiers KStar and ZeroR underperformed.
Rest of the classifiers achieved accuracies close to 100%. As
expected, Multilayer perceptron took very long time to
generate results. Table 3 gives a summary report of the
performances of all the classifiers when applied on Leukemia
data
set.
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TABLE II.

Comparison of different classifiers using Breast Cancer Micro-array Gene Expression Data set with 10 attributes and 286 instances.

Classifier

Time
Taken

Correctly
Classified
Instances

Incorrectly
Classified
Instances

Kappa
statistic

Mean
absolute
error

Root mean
squared
error

Bayes Net

0.02 Sec

217 (75.9%)

69 (24.1%)

0.3958

0.3018

0.4284

Naive bayes

0.03 Sec

215 (75.2%)

71 (24.8%)

0.3693

0.3012

0.4278

Multi layer
Perceptron

11.7 Sec

276 (96.5%)

10 (3.5%)

0.9157

0.0482

0.1567

Simple Logistics

0.87 Sec

218 (76.2%)

68 (23.8%)

0.32

0.3535

0.4183

SMO

0.11 Sec

218 (76.2%)

68 (23.8%)

0.3615

0.2378

0.4876

IBk

0 Sec

280 (97.9%)

6 (2.1%)

0.9491

0.0253

0.1053

KStar

0 Sec

280 (97.9%)

6 (2.1%)

0.9494

0.0747

0.1399

NNge

0.27 Sec

278 (97.2%)

8 (2.8%)

0.933

0.028

0.1672

PART

0.21 Sec

229 (80.1%)

57 (19.9%)

0.4825

0.299

0.3866

ZeroR

0 Sec

201 (70.3%)

85 (29.7%)

0

0.4183

0.457

ADTree

0.08 Sec

223 (78.0%)

63 (22.0%)

0.4522

0.3659

0.4024

J48

0.02 Sec

217 (75.9%)

69 (24.1%)

0.2899

0.3658

0.4269

Random Forest

0.24 Sec

278 (97.2%)

8 (2.8%)

0.9326

0.1439

0.204

Simple Cart

1.1 Sec

201 (70.3%)

85 (29.7%)

0

0.4177

0.457

Confusion
Matrix
a b
173 28 |
41 44 |
a b
174 27 |
44 41 |
a b
197 4 |
6 79|
a b
191 10 |
58 27 |
a b
183 18 |
50 35 |
a b
200 1 |
5 80 |
a b
199 2|
4 81|
a b
197 4 |
4 81 |
a b
184 17 |
40 45 |
a b
201 0 |
85 0 |
a b
175 26 |
37 48 |
a b
194 7 |
62 23 |
a b
193 8 |
5 80 |
a b
201 0 |
85 0 |

Comparison of different classifiers using Lymphoma Cancer Micro-array Gene Expression Data set with 4,026 attributes and 45 instances.

Classifier

Time
Taken

Correctly
Classified
Instances

Incorrectly
Classified
Instances

Kappa
statistic

Mean
absolute
error

Root mean
squared
error

Bayes Net

0.27 Sec

45 (100%)

0 (0%)

1

0

0

Naive bayes

0.24 Sec

45 (100%)

0 (0%)

1

0

0

Multi layer
Perceptron

890.2 Sec

45 (100%)

0 (0%)

1

0

0

Simple Logistics

5.92 Sec

45 (100%)

0 (0%)

1

0.0641

0.0985

SMO

0.18 Sec

45 (100%)

0 (0%)

1

0

0

Confusion
Matrix
a
22
0
a
22
0
a
22
0
a
22
0
a
22
0

b
0|
23 |
b
0|
23 |
b
0|
23 |
b
0|
23 |
b
0|
23 |
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TABLE III.

IBk

0 Sec

45 (100%)

0 (0%)

1

0.0213

0.0213

KStar

0 Sec

45 (100%)

0 (0%)

1

0.0213

0.0213

NNge

1.07 Sec

45 (100%)

0 (0%)

1

0

0

PART

0.41 Sec

44 (97.8%)

1 (2.2%)

0.95

0.0425

0.1458

ZeroR

0 Sec

23 (51.1%)

22 (48.9%)

0

0.4998

0.4999

ADTree

0.82 Sec

45 (100%)

0 (0%)

1

0.0250

0.032

J48

0.61 Sec

44 (97.8%)

1 (2.2%)

0.95

0.0423

0.1455

Random Forest

0.17 Sec

45 (100%)

0 (0%)

1

0.1682

0.2078

Simple Cart

1.73 Sec

44 (97.8%)

1 (2.2%)

0.95

0.0423

0.1455

a b
22 0 |
0 23 |
a b
22 0 |
0 23 |
a b
22 0 |
0 23 |
a b
22 0 |
1 22 |
a b
0 22 |
0 23 |
a b
22 0 |
0 23 |
a b
22 0 |
1 22 |
a b
22 0 |
0 23 |
a b
22 0 |
1 22 |

Comparison of different classifiers using Leukemia Cancer Micro-array Gene Expression Data set with 7,129 attributes and 34 instances.

Classifier

Time
Taken

Correctly
Classified
Instances

Incorrectly
Classified
Instances

Kappa
statistic

Mean
absolute
error

Root mean
squared
error

Bayes Net

1.78 Sec

34 (100%)

0 (0%)

1

0

0

Naive bayes

0.41 Sec

34 (100%)

0 (0%)

1

0

0

Multi layer
Perceptron

1313.87
Sec

33 (97.1%)

1 (2.9%)

0.9038

0.376

0.0267

Simple Logistics

9.5 Sec

34 (100%)

0 (0%)

1

0

0

SMO

0.19 Sec

34 (100%)

0 (0%)

1

0

0

IBk

0.01 Sec

34 (100%)

0 (0%)

1

0.0278

0.0278

KStar

0 Sec

20 (58.8%)

14 (41.2%)

0

0.5

0.5

NNge

1.48 Sec

34 (100%)

0 (0%)

1

0

0

PART

0.32 Sec

34 (100%)

0 (0%)

1

0

0

ZeroR

0 Sec

20 (58.8%)

14 (41.2%)

0

0.4853

0.4922

ADTree

1.5 Sec

34 (100%)

0 (0%)

1

0.0142

0.0145

J48

0.52 Sec

34 (100%)

0 (0%)

1

0

0

Confusion
Matrix
a b
20 0 |
0 14 |
a b
20 0 |
0 14 |
a b
20 0 |
1 13 |
a b
20 0 |
0 14 |
a b
20 0 |
0 14 |
a b
20 0 |
0 14 |
a b
20 0 |
14 0 |
a b
20 0 |
0 14 |
a b
20 0 |
0 14 |
a b
20 0 |
14 0 |
a b
20 0 |
0 14 |
a b
20 0 |
0 14 |
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Random Forest

0.49 Sec

33 (97.1%)

1 (2.9%)

0.9386

0.1353

0.1955

Simple Cart

2.0 Sec

34 (100%)

0 (0%)

1

0

0

The results from the above 3 tables have been analyzed
manually and they indicate that the classifiers work better
when there is an increase in the number of attributes in the data
set. But, none of the classifiers outperformed the others in
terms of the accuracies. The classifiers Multilayer perceptron,
IBk, NNge, and Random Forest have performed better on all 3
data sets. However, the performance of Multilayer Perceptron
should not be considered because of the huge execution time
taken by the classifier to generate results. The algorithm KStar
reported around 58% accuracy for the large data set whereas
the classifier ZeroR did not perform well on all 3 data sets. The
remaining classifiers (except KStar and ZeroR) performed
better on large data sets which are expected. The other statistics
like kappa statistic and errors seem to be more or less same
among all the classifiers in all three tests and are based on the
accuracy of the prediction.
IV. CONCLUSION
This study focuses on finding the right algorithm for
classification of data that works better on diverse data sets.
However, it is observed that the accuracies of the tools vary
depending on the data set used. It should also be noted that
classifiers of a particular group also did not perform with
similar accuracies. Overall, the results indicate that the
performance of a classifier depends on the data set, especially
on the number of attributes used in the data set and one should
not rely completely on a particular algorithm for their study.
So, we recommend that users should try their data set on a set
of classifiers and choose the best one.
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Abstract—The purpose of this paper is to explore a new way
of autonomous mapping. Current systems using perception
techniques like LAZER or SONAR use probabilistic methods
and have a drawback of allowing considerable uncertainty in the
mapping process. Our approach is to break down the
environment, specifically indoor, into reachable areas and
objects, separated by boundaries, and identifying their shape, to
render various navigable paths around them. This is a novel
method to do away with uncertainties, as far as possible, at the
cost of temporal efficiency. Also this system demands only
minimum and cheap hardware, as it relies on only Infra-Red
sensors to do the job.
Keywords—Robots; map generation; navigation; AI planning;
path planning;

I. INTRODUCTION
As the research in robotics continues and has become more
involved in the past decade, the need for an intelligent
navigation system has been realized. Many students and
researchers around the world have devoted great amounts of
time in developing new ways for an artificial agent to navigate
both locally and globally. It has become essential for an agent
to be able to navigate unknown environments autonomously.
Hence when we talk about navigation we imply three things
•

Mapping (the new environment)

•

Path Finding

•

Actuation

A desired system would be the one that renders the
required map resolution without unreasonable rise in resource
consumption. We propose a method that will help an artificial
agent map its immediate surroundings in an indoor setting.
This method can work with cheap sensors (IR) and will
generate a map which is technically discrete but logically
continuous. It will allow motion planning with continuous
paths.
The proposed system is such that irrespective of the
environment complexity or the map resolution, the memory
space requirement does not vary drastically and the sensor
used will still be the same. The only dimension affected is
time and that too varies only with environment complexity
while it remains independent of the map resolution. The main
steps involved are:
•

Generation of Boundaries: The unknown environment is
mapped and the boundaries are generated. As a result
reachable and unreachable areas are demarcated. Also the
detected objects are classified.

•

Shape identification: The generated boundaries are
analyzed. It is determined whether they are concave or
convex in shape. This will supplement the next step.

•

Preparing path plan: Finally, continuous paths are
generated such that they occupy only the reachable areas
of the environment. Path generation depends on the
boundary shape.

Several methods have been devised but most of them
require expensive perception techniques using laser (LIDAR),
SONAR or expensive cameras. Such methods are justified
when time is crucial or when the environment is highly
stochastic. But for simple indoor navigation something
simpler can be sufficient.

The layout of the paper is as follows: Section II reviews
few existing systems, followed by the proposed system in
Section III. The proposed system is broken down into several
sections explaining the environment, hardware, boundary
generation, shape identification of the boundary, path planning
etc. Section IV discusses several merits of the proposed
system. Finally we conclude with Section V.

The maps generated by existing mapping methods are
usually discrete and hence can be made more informative and
less stochastic either by increasing the resolution of the sensor
or by increasing the input sampling rate. Unfortunately, this
either increases the cost or increases the processing time and
the storage space required.

II. EXISTING SYSTEM
Robotic Mapping is a branch in Robotics, dealing with the
application and study of map or floor plan construction by an
autonomous robot. There are two types of internal
representation:
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•Metric: The metric framework is the most common for
humans. It considers a 2D space in which it places the objects
at their known coordinates. This model is very useful, but is
sensitive to noise. Calculation of precise distance is also quite
difficult.
•Topological: The topological framework only considers
places and their relation. Usually, the metric stored is the
distance separating the places. Finally a graph is created in
which the nodes correspond to places and the arcs correspond
to the paths. Some of the existing systems related to robot
mapping are as follows:
A. Robot Localization and Mapping Using Sonar Data
Without any prior knowledge of the environment the robot
generates a global map dynamically and computes the robot
location for localization by correlating it with the local map.
To create the local map, the robot uses range measurements in
different directions from the sonar sensor. A servo holds the
sonar sensor, so that 180 degree sweeps are possible [1]. This
system uses 2-dimensional grid to provide a map of the
robot’s environment. Each grid stores the occupancy and
certainty value obtained from the robot mapping algorithm
which is later used for its localization.
B. Occupancy Algorithm
The system uses occupancy algorithm to create the map.
As the robot explores its environment over time, it uses its
range of range sweeping sensor values and current location to
determine the occupancy of each grid. It classifies every grid
as occupied, empty or unexplored. The occupancy of each cell
in the pie is finally updated based on the previous value and
the one inferred from the range readings which contributes to
the generation of the grip map.
C. Autonomous topological modeling of an environment
This system uses the method of autonomous topological
modeling and localization in a home environment using
SONAR. The topological model is extracted from a grid map
using cell decomposition and normalized graph cut.
Autonomous topological modeling involves the incremental
extraction of a sub-region without predefining the number of
sub-regions [2]. The following are the important steps
involved:
•

Cell decomposition can systematically extract empty
regions in the grid map and produce a roughly modeled
graph structure for an empty environment.

•

Normalized graph cut produces an effective clustering
result by maximizing the similarity within clusters; this
has low computational burden because of the cell
decomposition process.

•

Finally the topological map is constructed with an
unknown number of sub-regions.

D. Robot Map Creation Algorithm using sensor data
This system describes an algorithm by which a robot can
construct a map on the fly, and localize itself to the selfconstructed map. In the given system, the robot begins by
taking sonar readings, to generate a polar distance map of the
robot's immediate neighborhood. These initial soundings are
taken to be the robot's initial map [3].
Then the robot starts to move in some direction, stops at a
particular location, and takes another sounding. The
assumption is taken that there is no major changes in robot’s
environment, which contributes the best fit sounding map. The
best fit returns a most likely location of the robot relative to
the origin. The soundings are then shifted with respect to the
robot's current location and used to modify the map. Several
iterations of this cycle are performed until the robot has
finished exploring.
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
We plan to implement a system for construction of a
navigation map and mapping the position and shape of the
objects present in an area using a robot. The system would be
limited to finite indoor geographical locations. The robot
moves around in the enclosed area and at the end gives a map
of the area reachable by the robot and the position of the
objects present in the area with their estimated shape and size.
A. Environment
The environment needs to be a finite indoor geographical
location like room or courtyards which are surrounded by
some form of boundary (like walls). There can be two types of
objects:
• Objects which are not in contact with the boundary of the
area i.e. Extrinsic Objects
• Objects which are in contact with the boundary of the area i.e.
Intrinsic Objects

Fig.1.

Boundary generated for Intrinsic and Extrinsic objects.
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Intrinsic objects are considered as part of the boundary.
Hence the system maps only the reachable area, the boundary
of which can be the outline of an Intrinsic Object. For
extrinsic objects, the system can report their positions and
shapes accurately. Figure 1 shows these two types of objects.
B. Robot Hardware
The robot will consist of a four wheel or two wheel drive
chassis with geared DC motors. The detection of the walls or
boundaries can be done by using Digital Infrared Proximity
Sensor’s on all four sides of the robot. The sensors only detect
the presence of the wall at a fixed distance d. More such
sensors can be used on the diagonals to increase the mapping
quality of the curved boundaries of the room or courtyards. In
addition to infrared proximity sensors, the robot would also
use wheel encoders to measure the distance traveled in a given
time frame.

Now the robot starts again by selecting a random
direction and repeats the process but this time ignoring all
the previous extrinsic objects mapped.
The boundary generation phase repeats every time when
the extrinsic object scenario is detected and it ends successfully
as soon as the system detects that the mapped obstacle is an
intrinsic object or a boundary scenario.

A Gyroscope sensor would be used to maintain orientation
of the robot. The robot will be wireless capable for
communication with a host system. The host system would
collect data acquired by the robot’s sensors and execute the
resource heavy algorithm. The host system controls the
actions of the robot using a command set. The host system can
also be built on the robot itself if the mobile system can
provide sufficient computing power for the algorithm to be
executed in real time.
C. Generation of Boundaries
The first task is to map the reachable area by the robot
which gives the boundaries of the area and the intrinsic
objects. The intrinsic objects and the boundaries are
indistinguishable.

Fig.2.

Generation of Boundary of an Intrinsic Object

Fig.3.

Generation of Boundary phase for Extrinsic Object Scenario

The robot starts inside the closed area and randomly
moves in any one direction until its proximity sensors give a
high signal indicating an obstacle. This obstacle can be:
•

An Intrinsic object or the boundary of the area: In which
case the robot just moves along the detected obstacle and
tries to alter its path whenever the sensor stops detecting
the obstacle until the obstacle is again detected by the
sensor. For example if the left side sensor detects an
obstacle, and on moving along it, the sensor losses the
obstacle, the robot would keep moving left, until the
sensor again picks up the lost obstacle. The wheel
encoders’ & proximity sensors’ data are sent to the host
which checks if the robot has reached the same point from
which it first picked up the obstacle signal. At this point
the host sends a STOP command to the robot and
generation of the boundaries of the area is done. Figure 2
below illustrates this scenario.

•

An Extrinsic object: In which case the robot again moves
along the detected obstacles and follows the same
procedure as in Intrinsic or boundary scenario. But after
the boundary generation, the robot finds itself outside the
last boundary formed. Since it is a closed finite
environment and the robot starts from inside the closed
area, this is an impossible case and thus the obstacle
found has to be an extrinsic object. Figure 3 shows the
mapped extrinsic object.

D. Shape Identification of the Generated Boundary
After the generation of the boundary, we try to identify the
shape of the boundary. This phase is important since different
strategies are applied to boundaries depending on its shape.
The types of shapes that are to be identified are Concave
Polygon, Convex Polygon, Circular and Complex shapes
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. The complex shape is basically a mixture of
Convex/Concave Polygon and Circular arcs.
The first step is to detect all the points where the robot
took a turn of more than 1 degree in any direction. If no such
points are detected then the shape of the generated boundary is
Circular. Using these points, the shape can be identified as
Concave or Convex Polygon easily using one of various
Convex Hull algorithms with slight variations [4]. The
preferred algorithm is Jarvis’s March also known as Gift
Wrapping algorithm due to its running time of O(n) where n is
the number of points [5]. According to Jarvis’s March
algorithm, if at any time the succeeding point vector goes in
an anti-clockwise direction then the boundary is classified as a
concave polygon and convex polygon otherwise. A complex
shape also is passed as either a concave or a convex polygon.
For this, the generated boundary is passed through Hough
Transform for Circle. If a circle or curve is detected by the
algorithm then it is a complex shape. In case a complex shape
is detected, the shape is divided into convex/concave polygon
and a circular part. These parts are then treated as individual
reachable areas by the rest of the algorithm and the objects are
mapped independently in these parts.
E. Preparing The Path Plan
To map the extrinsic objects, we first create a Path Plan
using which the robot decides the movement in the reachable
area. The path plan is basically a set of straight lines starting
from one of the vertices of the reachable area to the edge
opposite to the vertex. It also contains the angle at which the
robot should start moving from the starting point of the line.
We define a parameter which defines how accurately extrinsic
objects are detected. This accuracy factor is denoted by the
variable α. The accuracy factor α can help us deduce the
approximate dimensions of the extrinsic objects which might
not be mapped by the robot. Thus by customizing the accuracy
factor, it would be possible to alter the completeness in the
mapping of extrinsic objects. Also, increasing the accuracy
would increase the time required for the mapping. We use
different approaches for the different types of shapes of the
reachable area mapped by the robot as follows:
•

Fig.4.

First path formed from Vertex P

Now we recursively form such straight lines from the same
vertex P towards the opposite edges until we reach the other
end vertex say R of the opposite edge. The endpoint of each
straight line is at a distance α apart from the previous straight
line. If the opposite edge length is not a multiple of α, then the
last straight line is at a distance less then α from the straight
line between P and R maintaining the accuracy of α.
From the reachable area we can deduce the vertical
distance between the vertex P and the opposite edge. Using
this vertical distance and α, we calculate the angle that each
straight line makes with the opposite edge and store them in
the path plan.

Convex Shape

The host system first finds all the vertices of the convex
shape. Then from the first vertex a straight line is formed with
any vertex of the opposite edge. This straight line is added into
the path plan for the robot. Figure 4 shows the vertex P of a
convex reachable area.

Fig.5.

Straight lines from vertex P to the current opposite edge

We now take another edge opposite to the vertex P, if any,
and redo the process considering this new edge. Figure 6
shows all the straight lines from the vertex P.
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•

Circular Shape

For Circular shape reachable area, the host system starts
from a random point on the circular shape and makes a
straight line passing from the center. The next point on the
circular shape is selected at an arc length of α from the last
point in a clockwise direction. The process ends when the new
point has already been processed. If the circular shape is a
semicircle, then the straight lines start from the boundary and
ends at the center. But in a full circle, the straight lines start
the boundary, passes through the center and ends on the other
side of the boundary. Figure 10 shows the complete path plan
for a circle shape [6].
Fig.6.

All the straight lines from vertex P towards the opposite edge

A sample entry in the path plan would consist of the
starting vertex, angle made by the line to the boundary in the
anti-clockwise direction and a line identifier. For example [P,
P1, L1] and [P, P2, L2]. The path plan is complete when the
above procedure is repeated for all the vertices. Straight lines
in the completed path plan that coincides with any of the
reachable area boundary are excluded from the path plan since
the path was already used by the robot for mapping the
reachable boundary. Figure 7 shows the complete path plan of
the example convex shape.
• Concave Shape
For concave shape, we do the same procedure as we did in
the convex shape with one addition. Every time a straight line
is added into the path plan, it is first checked if the entire line
falls with the boundary or not. If any part of the line is outside
the reachable area i.e. the concave shape, it is not added into
the path plan. Figure 8 shows the accepted and rejected
straight lines from the Vertex P.

F. Mapping an Extrinsic Object
After preparing the path plan, the host system commands
the robot to move according to this plan. At all times, the
proximity sensors are active and sends a stop signal to the
robot if an obstacle is detected. The vertex, say C, closest to
the robot’s current position after mapping the boundary and
getting the reachable area, is first selected, and all the paths
stored in the path plan with starting vertex C are traversed.
The path with the lowest angle is selected first and after
reaching the opposite edge, the next path, which is closest to
the first path, is traversed from the opposite edge to the vertex.
During traversing on any path, if any of the proximity sensors
send a Stop signal, the robot sends back the information to the
host system indicating that it has detected an extrinsic object.
The host system, who knows the current position of the robot,
the position of the boundary and the direction of the proximity
sensor, act differently as follows:
•

The robot is sufficiently close to the boundary. In this
case the robot is commanded to continue its path without
any deviation.

•

An extrinsic object, which the host system is already
aware of, is detected. In this case, the robot is commanded
to ignore the object and alter the path to move along the
boundary of the object until it reaches its original path
and then continues.

•

Detects an extrinsic object, which the host system is
unaware of. In this case the host system creates an entry
of the extrinsic object. The robot is commanded to alter
its path to move along the boundary of the object. It
moves in the anti-clockwise direction, along the object if
the right or the center proximity sensors detected the
object else it moves clockwise. After moving along the
object if the robot comes back on its actual path which it
was following, the robot stops altering its path according
to the object and continues along the original path,
reaching the opposite edge of the starting vertex. Then it
again takes the exact same path from the path plan but
this time starts from the opposite edge and towards the
vertex.

After every vertex is done, the final Path Plan for the
sample Concave Shape is shown in Figure 9.

Fig.7.

Path Plan for the sample convex shape
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Again it picks up the same object and it alters its path
along the boundary of this object going along the same
side as it did in the previous traversal. The movement
data from the wheel encoders and gyroscope data are used
by the host system to map the extrinsic object detected,
into the reachable area. After reaching the starting vertex,
the entire object would be mapped since the robot went
around the object for the entire 360 degrees during the 2
traverses of the same path.
When all of the paths in the path plan are traversed at least
once, the mapping system ends. The Host system gives an
image of the reachable area boundary, and the mapped
Extrinsic objects in the environment.

Fig.10.

Sample path plan for a circle

IV. COMPARISION WITH EXISTING SYSTEM
One major advantage of our proposed system over existing
ones is our system uses IR technology unlike SONAR,
LASER technique as used by others. Besides this some points
worth noting are:

Fig.8.
Accepted and rejected straight lines from Vertex P for a Concave
shaped boundary

Fig.9.

Shows the final path plan for the sample Concave boundary

1) The storage space required by the map does not vary
too much with change in the accuracy factor unlike current
systems using LASER or SONAR. On the other hand,
increasing accuracy of any of the existing systems, demands
better sampling rates or higher resolution, hence requiring
more storage and processing resources. The complexity in
processing or using the map generated by proposed system
remains independent of the accuracy.
2) Since the proposed system does not use any SONAR
sensor, that use audio frequencies, to detect objects, the
drawbacks posed by the existing SONAR technology such as
with textured walls are not an issue. Also in case of mapping
of an auditorium kind of a structure where sound gets
absorbed and reflected in a particular way, the accuracy of
the SONAR technology worsens, whereas in our proposed
system the accuracy would still remain intact.
3) Mapping in areas like courtyards without any roofs is
not possible using the SONAR technology since the sound
wave loss is far too much. But our proposed system can be
used in such conditions and areas since IR technology is
unidirectional and the loss is minimal.
4) The object detection by the proposed system is
robust. That is the user can be sure that an object of
particular dimensions would be recognized by the robot, while
in case of the current sound based systems, object detection
depends on the extent of its reflective nature and probabilistic
models used.
5) Extending the above point, the accuracy factor α
described in the proposed system gives a measure to the
dimension of the objects that would be detected by the robot.
For example, if the robot is mapping in an area where a lot of
small objects are expected to be encountered, the accuracy
factor can be set to suit the environment i.e. detect the smaller
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objects. Thus changing the accuracy factor allows the robot to
behave optimally in different surroundings.
6) The proposed system as compared to the existing
system also gives more focus on detecting objects present at
corners, this is due to the fact that one of the endpoint of each
path line is a corner, so they have a denser network of path
lines thus they provide more precision for mapping objects.
Hence smaller objects present near the corners have better
chances of detection, as compared to one in the interiors. It
has applications in areas like autonomous cleaning robots
where corners need to be emphasized.
V.

CONCLUSION

The gist of the entire technique is as follows:
A. Generation of the boundaries:
The outermost boundary is mapped and objects within it
are also detected. They are classified as follows:
•

•

Extrinsic - these are isolated objects. Only some or none
of the objects may be detected at this stage. The
remaining ones are mapped after the path generation
Intrinsic - these are objects attached to the outermost
boundary and not differentiated from it.

B. Shape Identification of the Generated Boundary:
It is determined whether the boundaries are concave,
convex, circular or complex. For this the turns made by the
robot if greater than 1 degree are recorded as points.
•

If there are no such points on a boundary, then it is a
circle

•

Else Jarvis March Algorithm is used to determine whether
it is concave or convex boundary

•

Complex boundaries are broken into their simpler
components i.e. concave polygon or convex polygon and
a circle (detected using Hough Transform)

•

D. Mapping extrinsic objects:
Here we are only mapping the objects that were not
covered in the first step. The paths that have been generated
are traversed. Whenever objects are encountered for the first
time they are mapped.
We must keep in mind that the effectiveness of this
technique will vary with the type of environment. For example
more number of corners will require more paths to be
traversed, in turn increasing time required for mapping.
The variable accuracy factor α is the essence of this
technique, but it needs to be used carefully. With increase in
the accuracy, i.e. with decrease in value of α, the number of
paths traversed will increase. This means the system will
require more time to complete the mapping process. The time
required is directly proportional to the number of paths to be
traversed.
We are trying to make major improvements by finding out
ways to eliminate paths during planning, mainly redundant
paths. As we eliminate more paths, the time required to map
will also improve. This will make the technique useful in a
wider range of environments.
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C. Preparing the Path Plan:
Depending on the boundary shape the following steps are
applied:

[3]

•

Convex shape - For this the vertices and the edges (at
distances determined by accuracy factor α) are connected
to form paths.

[4]

Concave shape - The approach is same as that for convex
but requires removing the paths that do not lie entirely
within the boundary.

[6]

•

Circular shape - Multiple diameters act as paths. Each
adjacent diameter is spaced apart by an angle determined
by accuracy factor α.

[5]
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Abstract—Combinatorial optimization problems are
those problems that have a finite set of possible solutions.
The best way to solve a combinatorial optimization
problem is to check all the feasible solutions in the search
space. However, checking all the feasible solutions is not
always possible, especially when the search space is large.
Thus, many meta-heuristic algorithms have been devised
and modified to solve these problems. The meta-heuristic
approaches are not guaranteed to find the optimal solution
since they evaluate only a subset of the feasible solutions,
but they try to explore different areas in the search space
in a smart way to get a near-optimal solution in less cost
and time. In this paper, we propose a new meta-heuristic
algorithm that can be used for solving combinatorial
optimization problems. The method introduced in this
paper is named the Global Neighborhood Algorithm
(GNA). The algorithm is principally based on a balance
between both the global and local search. A set of random
solutions are first generated from the global search space,
and then the best solution will give the optimal value. After
that, the algorithm will iterate, and in each iteration there
will be two sets of generated solutions; one from the global
search space and the other set of solutions will be
generated from the neighborhood of the best solution.
Throughout the paper, the algorithm will be delineated
with examples. In the final phase of the research, the
results of GNA will be discussed and compared with the
results of Genetic Algorithm (GA) as an example of
another optimization method.
Keywords—meta-heuristic;
problems

optimization;

combinatorial

I. INTRODUCTION
Many optimization problems have been encountered in
different domains of manufacturing and industry. Usually the
optimization problem that needs to be solved is first formulated
and all the constraints are given. The optimization problem
mainly consists of an objective function and a set of
constraints. The objective function can be in mathematical
form or combinatorial form. Once the objective function of the
optimization problem is formulated and all the constraints are
defined, then the main issue is to solve this problem.

The solution is usually the best values of the variables or
the best scenarios which can also be called the optimal
solution. This optimal solution should give us the best
performance or best fitness in terms of the objective function.
In most optimization problems there is more than one local
solution. Therefore, it becomes very important to choose a
good optimization method that will not be greedy and look
only in the neighborhood of the best solution; because this will
mislead the search process and leave it stuck at a local solution.
However, the optimization algorithm should have a mechanism
to balance between local and global search. An example of a
two-dimensional function that has more than one local and
global solution is shown in Fig.1 [1].
There are multiple methods used to solve optimization
problems of both the mathematical and combinatorial types. In
fact, if the optimization problem is simple or if the search space
is small, then the optimization problem can be solved using
conventional analytical or numerical procedures. However, if
the optimization problem is difficult or if the search space is
large, it will become difficult to solve the optimization problem
by using conventional mathematics or using numerical
induction techniques. For this reason, many meta-heuristic
optimization methods have been developed to solve such
difficult optimization problems. These include Genetic
algorithm (GA), simulated annealing (SA), ant colony
algorithm (ACA), and particle swarm (PS). Most of these
meta-heuristic optimization problems are inspired by nature,
biology, or environment.
The term meta-heuristic refers to a specific class of
heuristic methods. Fred Glover first used this term and defined
it as follows, “A meta-heuristic refers to a master strategy that
guides and modifies other heuristics to produce solutions
beyond those that are normally generated in a quest for local
optimality.
The heuristics guided by such a meta-strategy may be high
level procedures or may embody nothing more than a
description of available moves for transforming one solution
into another, together with an associated evaluation rule.” [2].
The meta-heuristic algorithms do not always guarantee an
optimal solution. However, in most cases a near optimal
solution can be obtained in much less time than the
computational methods [3-4].
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biological or natural evolution [11]. Different meta-heuristic
algorithms have been developed in the last few decades
simulating and emulating different processes. Some of these
meta-heuristic algorithms were inspired by the biological
evolutionary processes; such as the evolutionary strategy (ES)
[12], evolutionary programing [13-15], and the genetic
algorithm (GA) proposed by Holland [16-17].
Some meta-heuristic algorithms emulate different animal
behaviors; like the tabu search (TS) proposed by Glover [18],
the ant colony algorithm (ACA) by Dorigo et al [19], Particle
Swarm Optimization (PSO) [20], Harmony Search (HS)
algorithm [21], Bee Colony Optimization (BCO) [22]. Other
meta-heuristic algorithms were inspired by different physical
and natural phenomena like the simulated annealing (SA) [23],
and the Gravitational Search Algorithm (GSA) [24].

Fig. 1. Global and local optima of two-dimensional function [1].

The meta-heuristic algorithms can be classified based into
different categories[5-6]:

The distribution of publications which applied the metaheuristics methods to solve the optimization problem in the
past decade is shown in Fig.2. [25].

1) Constructive and Improvement:
A constructive heuristic (also known as a greedy approach)
usually constructs a solution from scratch based on a certain
criteria. Some of the common constructive heuristics are
nearest neighbor, multiple fragment and insertion heuristics
[7]. An improvement or neighborhood search, which is usually
known as a local search, attempts to improve the solution by
exploring the neighborhood of the current solution [8]. The
neighborhood of a solution is the set of solutions that are close
to the current solution. The local optimal solution is the best
solution in each neighborhood and the global optimum is the
best solution with respect to the whole search space. An
improvement or local search begins the search from a given
solution, and then iteratively attempts to improve the solution
quality by using move operators, the move operator is usually
determined based on the neighborhood structure, and it aims to
change (move) the solution to a newer solution in the same
neighborhood but with a better fitness.

Fig. 2. Pie chart showing the publication distribution of the meta-heuristics
algorithms [25].

2) Single Solution and Population based approaches:
In the single based solution, a unique solution is first
generated and then based on a certain move criteria, other
solutions are generated. Some of the meta-heuristic methods
that start with a single solution are: Tabu Search (TS) and
Simulated Annealing (SA). Population based algorithms on the
other hand start by generating a set of multiple initial solutions.
Examples of those methods would be Genetic Algorithm (GA)
and Ant Colony Algorithm (ACA).
The computational drawbacks of mathematical techniques
and methods (i.e., complex derivatives, sensitivity to initial
values, and the large amount of enumeration memory required)
have forced researchers to rely on meta-heuristic algorithms
based on simulations and some degree of randomness to solve
optimization problems [9]. Although, these meta-heuristic
approaches are not very accurate and they do not always give
the optimal solution, in most cases they give a near optimal
solution with less effort and time than the mathematical
methods [10].
The meta-heuristic algorithms are general purpose
stochastic search methods simulating natural selection and

In this paper we introduce a new optimization algorithm
that can be applied to combinatorial problems. The new
optimization problem is named Global Neighborhood
Algorithm (GNA), and it is a population based and derivative
free algorithm like other evolutionary optimization algorithms
including Genetic Algorithm (GA), Ant Colony (ACA) and
Evolutionary Strategy (ES). A set of randomly generated
solutions from the entire search space are first generated and
then the best of these solutions is chosen. After that, the
algorithm will iterate, and in each iteration there will be two
sets of generated solutions; one from the global search space
and the other set of solutions will be generated from the
neighborhood of the best solution. This paper starts with a
background about optimization problems, then the
methodology of the GNA algorithm is explained, and after that
results for using this algorithm to solve the well-known
Traveling Salesman(TSP) problem are also discussed.
II.

METHOLODOLGY

The algorithm proposed in this paper is used to optimize
combinatorial problems. The combinatorial problems could
have more than one local and global optimal value within the
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search space values. The proposed methodology will work to
find the optimal value among these local optima by switching
between exploration and exploitation. Exploration allows for
exploring the whole search space. Exploitation allows focusing
the search in the neighborhood of the best solution of generated
solutions.
In order to explain the methodology of the GNA algorithm,
assume we have discrete function that we need to optimize and
let us say that we need to minimize this function (without loss
of generality).
So the objective function we have is:






Where:
,
are the different combinations of the
solution sequence; we can think of these combinations as the
city sequence in the TSP problem.
We need to find the optimal combination or solution
that will give the optimal (minimum) value for
the objective function ( .In general, if each of the variables
can be chosen in
ways
respectively, then if we want to enumerate all the possible
solutions this will yield
solutions.
However, this process could take several hours or days
depending on the size of the problem. Thus, using a metaheuristic approach is better even if does not always give the
optimal solution, but in most cases it will give a solution that is
close to the optimal solution with less computational power.
According to the GNA algorithm, a set of (
random
solutions are first randomly generated from the set of all
possible solution, where:
can be chosen in
ways.
The generated solutions will then look like:

The other 50% of the (
generated solutions will be still
generated from the whole search space, and the reason for that
is to allow for the exploration of the search space, because if
we just choose the solutions close to the best solution we will
only be able to find the local solution around this point, and
since the function that need to be optimized could have more
than one local optima, which might lead us to get stuck at one
of these local optima.
Next, the best solutions from the above (
solutions
(50%, 50%) is calculated. The new value for the best solution
is compared to best known solution and if it was found to be
better it will replace it.
The procedure is then repeated until a certain stop criterion
is met. This stop criterion can be a pre-specified number of
iterations (t), or when there is no further improvement on the
final value of the optimal solution we obtained.
The pseudo code for the GNA algorithm is shown in Fig.3.
Define objective function (g)
Initialize the values for all parameters: m,t
Generate (m) feasible solutions from the search space
Evaluate the fitness from the objective function (g)
Optimal solution= the best solution.
i=1
Do while i<t,++
Generate 50% × m solutions from the
neighborhood of the best solution
Generate 50% × m solutions from the
search space

where
The fitness for the above solution will be evaluated and this
can be done by substituting them in the objective function ( .
The solutions are then sorted according to their fitness
obtained from the objective function:

Find the best solution from the (m)
generated solution
If best solution is less (better) than
optimal solution
Optimal solution=best solution

is the solution sequence with best
fitness.

End If

The best combination (
is then used as a good measure
for the local optimal solution and it is also initially set as the
best known solution.
In the next iteration, 50% of the (
generated solutions
will be generated near the best solution neighborhood by using
a suitable move operator.

End DO
Fig. 3. Psuedo Code For GNA Algorithm

The flowchart for the GNA algorithm is shown in Fig.4.
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found. Thus, the objective (distance) function for the TSP is
given by:


Where:
: The total distance for a sequence of N cities.
: The Euclidean distance between the current city
and the next city to be visited.
: The Euclidean distance between the last visited
city and the first visited city.
To solve the TSP problem, we have to find the optimal
sequence (S) that will give the shortest distance. If all the
possible solutions are to be checked, then a total number of the
combinations will be (N!) for asymmetric TSP or (N!/2) for
the symmetric TSP. Obviously, if the number of the cities (N)
is small then all the combination can be tried and a
deterministic optimal solution can be found. However, if the
number of the cities is large, then checking all the possible
solution will take very long time and the complexity of the TSP
problem will grow exponentially. For this reason, different
meta-heuristic algorithms have been widely used to solve TSP
problems.
In this paper, the GNA algorithm is used to solve a 29
cities TSP problem. The data were obtained from a real world
problem that contained 29 cities in Bavaria, Germany; the
source of these data is Zuse Institute Berlin [26]. The optimal
solution for this problem is known and documented (2020).
The GNA algorithm was implemented using MATLAB
software, and the total number of solutions (m) generated at
each iteration was 50.
At, each iteration 25 feasible solutions were generated from
the whole search space and the other 25 solutions were
generated from the neighborhood of the fittest solution. The
neighborhood move operator that was used in our case is the
two-opt swap; where two cities were randomly chosen and
swapped. The code was run for different times and at each time
the obtained optimal solution and the run time were recorded.
The stopping criteria used was 10000 iterations. The results for
the GNA algorithm from the MATLAB code are shown in
TABLE.1.
As it can be seen from TABLE.1, in the 10 different run
times, we obtained a near-optimal solution that is very close to
the known optimal solution.
Fig. 4. Flow Chart For GNA Algorithm.
TABLE I.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The GNA algorithm was used to solve the Traveling Sales
man Problem (TSP). The TSP problem consists of a number of
cities that need to be visited one time for each, starting from
one city and ending at the same city. In order to optimize the
TSP problem, the optimal sequence of the different cities that
gives the minimum cost (distance) of the tour length has to be

MATLAB CODE OUTPUT FOR USING GNA TO SOLVE THE TSP
PROBLEM.
Fitness of Optimal
Solution

Number of
iterations

Run Time

1

2026

10000

28.64

2

2022

10000

28.31

3

2026

10000

28.39

RUN
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4

2033

10000

27.94

5

2046

10000

28.11

6

2033

10000

27.77

7

2022

10000

28.24

8

2020

10000

28.09

9

2047

10000

27.68

10

2026

10000

28.05

Two-Sample T-Test and CI: GNA, GA
Two-sample T for GNA vs GA
GNA
GA

Mean
2030.10
2180.7

StDev
9.65
86.9

SE Mean
3.1
27

Difference = mu (GNA) - mu (GA)
Estimate for difference: -150.6
95% CI for difference: (-213.1, 88.1)
T-Test of difference = 0 (vs not =)
T-Value = -5.45 P-Value = 0.000 DF
= 9

The results of the GNA algorithm were also compared to
the Genetic algorithm (GA).
The parameters for the genetic algorithm were as the
following:
Generation size: 50

N
10
10

Fig. 5.

MINITAB output for GNA and GA statistical analysis.

Crossover probability: 90%
A 2-Sample t test showed that there is a significant
difference between the optimal solution obtained from both
GNA and GA , P-value= 0.000. The 95% CI for difference was
(-213.1, -88.1).

Mutation probability: 10%
Number of iterations: 10000
TABLE II.

MATLAB CODE OUTPUT FOR USING GA TO SOLVE THE TSP
PROBLEM.
Fitness of Optimal
Solution

Number of
iterations

Run Time

1

2132

10000

66.90

2

2295

10000

72.48

3

2066

10000

71.23

4

2191

10000

69.35

5

2084

10000

74.12

6

2097

10000

67.97

7

2178

10000

70.59

8

2226

10000

68.24

9

2320

10000

67.38

10

2218

10000

73.82

RUN

Since the difference is always negative as indicated by the
confidence interval, This shows us that on average the
optimal solution is always higher for the GNA.
The difference in the means between the solutions obtained
by the two algorithms is also clear in the Box plot, as shown in
Fig.6. It can be seen the GNA outperformed the GA in terms of
obtaining a near optimal solutions, and the run time to get this
solution was also less. The reason for that is the selection
process in GA is more complicated, and it requires sorting the
solutions in each generation, whereas in our GNA, the best
solution is always selected. Also, the method by which the
solutions evolve in each iteration is much simpler in the GNA,
unlike the GA that uses Crossover and mutation at each
iteration; which makes it take longer time.

TABLE. II shows that the run time for the GA is more than
twice the run time for the GNA, and the solution obtained by
the GA is not always close to the known optimal solution.
MINTAB software was used to conduct a statistical analysis
between the means of the two optimal solutions obtained by
both GA and GNA.
Statistical Analysis was conducted to test if there is a
statistical difference between the average for each algorithm.
A two- Sample T-Test was used for this purpose. The output
from MINITAB is shown in Fig.5.
Fig. 6. Boxplot for GNA and GA output.
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IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new meta-heuristic optimization method
was introduced and named Global Neighborhood algorithm
(GNA). This optimization method is a population based
algorithm; since it starts with generating a set of random
solutions from the search space for the optimization problem.
The proposed algorithm can be used to solve combinatorial
optimization problems. These combinatorial problems are
usually more difficult to solve than other continuous
optimization problems. The methodology of this algorithm was
elaborated and 29-cities TSP optimization problem was solved
using the GNA. The TSP optimization problem was also
solved using genetic algorithm (GA) and the results were
compared to the GNA. Statistical analysis was conducted using
MINITAB software, and it was found that the GNA showed
better performance, and the results obtained were very close to
the known optimal solution. Future studies can include
different variants for the basic GNA algorithm to enhance the
search power.
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Abstract—Service robots directly interact with people, so
finding a more natural and easy user interface is of fundamental
importance. While earlier works have focused primarily on
issues such as manipulation and navigation in the environment,
few robotic systems are used with user friendly interfaces that
possess the ability to control the robot by natural means. To
facilitate a feasible solution to this requirement, we have
implemented a system through which the user can give
commands to a wireless robot using gestures. Through this
method, the user can control or navigate the robot by using
gestures of his/her palm, thereby interacting with the robotic
system. The command signals are generated from these gestures
using image processing. These signals are then passed to the
robot to navigate it in the specified directions.

using an RGB and Infra-Red camera respectively. This system
though is not very cost effective.

Keywords— Gestures; OpenCV; Arduino; WiFly; L293D.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In today’s age, the robotic industry has been developing
many new trends to increase the efficiency, accessibility and
accuracy of the systems. Basic tasks could be jobs that are
harmful to the human, repetitive jobs that are boring, stressful
etc. Though robots can be a replacement to humans, they still
need to be controlled by humans itself. Robots can be wired or
wireless, both having a controller device. Both have pros and
cons associated with them. Beyond controlling the robotic
system through physical devices, recent method of gesture
control has become very popular. The main purpose of using
gestures is that it provides a more natural way of controlling
and provides a rich and intuitive form of interaction with the
robotic system. This mainly involves Image Processing and
Machine Learning for the system or application development.
Beyond this, it also requires some kind of hardware for
interfacing with the system for gesture control. There are some
systems that have been developed in the same field using
various techniques.
A. Existing Systems
Many systems exist that are used for controlling the robot
through gestures. Some gesture recognition systems involve,
adaptive colour segmentation [1], hand finding and labelling
with blocking, morphological filtering, and then gesture
actions are found by template matching and skeletonising.
This does not provide dynamicity for the gesture inputs due to
template matching. Another system uses machine interface
device to provide real-time gestures to the robot [2]. Analog
flex sensors are used on the hand glove to measure the finger
bending [3], also hand position and orientation are measured
by ultrasonics for gesture recognition [4]. And in another
approach, gestures are recognized using Microsoft Xbox 360
Kinect(C) [5]. Kinect gathers the colour and depth information

Fig. 1.

Basic flow of the System

B. Proposed System
We propose a system, using which the user can navigate
the wireless robot in the environment using various gestures
commands. The main objective is to provide reliable and a
more natural technique for the user to navigate a wireless
robot in the environment using gestures.
In this system, user operates the robot from a control
station that can be a laptop or a PC with a good quality in-built
webcam or external webcam. This webcam is used to capture
real time video stream of hand gestures to generate commands
for the robot. Gesture commands are given using hand palm.
Mainly two kinds of gestures are used which are explained
further. Irrespective of the gesture technique used, robot is
moved in all possible directions in the environment using four
possible types of commands which are Forward, Backward,
Right and Left. Image frame is taken as an input and
processed using Image Processing. Processed image is then
used to extract the gesture command. This gesture command
can have one of the four possible commands as specified.
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From this generated gesture command, signal is generated to
pass the given command to the robot.
Generated signal is stored in the file at the control station.
Wi-Fi shield on the robot accesses this file to transmit the
signals from the control station to the robot. As soon as the
Wi-Fi shield gets command from the control station, it is
passed to the Arduino microcontroller. Arduino takes this
signal as input from the Wi-Fi shield and generates some
output signals that are passed to the motor driver. This output
signal generation depends on the gesture input, for every four
possible gesture input, different output signal is generated.
The motor driver is used to drive the DC motors of the robot.
It takes digital signals as the input from the Arduino and gives
these signals as an output to the DC motors. Once a command
signal is given to the robot, it continues to move in that
direction till the next command is given or any obstacle comes
in the path. Figure 1 shows basic flow of the system.
II.

TECHNOLOGIES USED

A. C++ with OpenCV:
OpenCV (Open Source Computer Vision Library) is a
library of programming functions mainly aimed at real-time
computer vision, developed by Intel. The library is platform
independent. It focuses mainly on real time image processing
and computer vision. OpenCV is written in C and its primary
interface is C with wrapper classes for use in C++. [6] Also

Fig. 2.

there are full interfaces available for Python, Java, MATLAB
and Octave. It is used for recognition of gesture commands
given by the user for the robot.
B. Arduino: Duemilanove
Arduino is an open-source electronics prototyping
platform based on flexible, easy-to-use hardware and
software. Arduino can sense the environment by receiving
input from a variety of sensors and can affect its surrounding
by controlling lights, motors and other actuators [7]. The
microcontroller on the board is programmed using the
Arduino Programming Language (based on Wiring) and the
Arduino Integrated Development Environment (IDE) (based
on processing). Arduino B. projects are stand-alone or they
can communicate with software running on a computer (e.g.
Flash, Processing, MaxMSP).
C. Wi-Fi Shield: WiFly GSX:
The Wi-Fi Shield connects Arduino to a Wi-Fi connection.
In the proposed system we used a Wi-Fi Shield called WiFly.
It takes power from the Vin pin of Arduino which is regulated
at 3.3V and is provided to main Wi-Fi chip called RN-131C.
Communication between Arduino and WiFly shield is over
SPI using Arduino’s digital pins 10-13 (CS, MOSI, MISO,
and SCLK respectively). [8]

Design of System
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Fig. 3.

Wi-Fi Shield (WiFly GSX)

Fig. 4.

Micro-Controller (Arduino-Duemilanove)

Fig. 5.

Motor Driver (L293D)

Fig. 6.

DC Motor
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D. L293D: Motor Driver
The L293D is a monolithic, integrated, high voltage, high
current and has 4 channel drivers. Basically this means using
this chip one could use at most four DC motors and provide
power supplies of up to 36V. The L293D chip uses H-Bridge.
The H-Bridge is typically an electrical circuit that enables a
voltage to be applied across a load in either direction to an
output [9], e.g. motor. This means that just reversing the
direction of current leads to reversing of the direction of
motor.
E. PHP:
PHP is an open-source server-side scripting language
designed for Web development to produce dynamic Web
pages. It is one of the first developed server-side scripting
languages to be embedded into an HTML source document
rather than calling an external file to process data. The code is
printed by a Web server with PHP processor module which
generates the resulting Web page.
III.

DESIGN

Our design primarily focuses on gesture command
Recognition. Command is generated at the control station and
sent to the robot through Wi-Fi within the Wi-Fi range. The
robot moves in the specified direction according to the
specified command. The following section illustrates the steps
carried out in the design.
A. Capturing Gesture Movements:
The end result of gesture recognition system is to generate
a command and that is given to the robot. There are mainly
four possible gesture commands that can be given to the robot
(Forward, Backward, Right and Left). These gesture
commands are given by the user in two ways. First method is
based on the Finger Count and second is based on the
direction given by the hand palm. Both methods involve
recognition of the palm and process it further accordingly.
B. Hand Palm Detection:
This involves two steps to detect Hand Palm, which are as
follows.
1) Thresholding of an Image Frame:
An image frame is taken as input through webcam. Binary
Thresholding is then done on this image frame for the
recognition of hand palm. Initially minimum threshold value
is set to a certain constant. This value can be used to threshold
an image and thus to increment the value till the system
detects only one single blob of white area without any noise.
2) Drawing Contour and Convex Hull:
After thresholding an image frame, contour is determined
and drawn on the thresholded white blob. Number of contours
generated will be many due to noise. So threshold value is
incremented and same procedure is applied till one contour is
generated. A convex hull is drawn around the generated
contour points. Convexity defect is used to generate the list of
defects in the convex hull. This is in the form of vectors that
provides all the defect parameters which includes defect point
in the contour, depth of the defect, start point and end point of
the line in the convex hull for which defect has occurred.

C. Command Detection using Specified Method
These 2 basic tasks are performed on the input frame.
Depending on the kind of gestures further processing on an
image frame is done. As stated earlier following are the two
ways of controlling the robot through gestures:
1) Finger Count based Gesture Control:
The convexity defect’s list provides depth parameters for
every defect. Defects with the highest depth are easily
extracted from the list. These defects are basically gaps
between two consecutive fingers. Finger count is determined
as one more than the number of defects. For example, for one
defect, finger count is two. Thus each count from two to five
can be specified as a command for robot to move in the
particular direction.
2) Direction of Hand Palm Gesture Control:
In this method instead of giving a finger count, direction of
the palm is used to determine the gesture command.
Convexity defect specifies the depth point, start point and end
point for the line of convex hull where the defect has occurred.
Start and end points of the line specify fingertip. A depth point
in the defect is the point in the palm where fingers meet. By
comparing these point coordinate values, command is
predicted. For this comparison the midpoint on the defect line
is taken into consideration for calculations. This midpoint is
then compared with the depth point. For a small difference in
x coordinates and large difference in y coordinates, gesture
command is predicted as forward and backward respectively.
If the difference between midpoint and depth point is negative
then gesture command is forward or else backward. The same
thing is applied for a small difference in y coordinates and
large difference in x coordinates. Instead of using all fingers
of palm few fingers can also be used to specify the orientation.
D. Generate Specific Signal:
A text file forms an interface between Control Station and
the Robot. Gesture command generated at control station is
written in the file with a tagged word. This is done using C++
fstream library. A particular value is written into the file for
given command. To make robot move in forward, backward,
right and left direction simple values are written as 1, 2, 3 and
4 respectively. For example, Forward command is represented
as 1. Value written in a file for 1 is sig1 where sig is a tagged
word in the file. As soon as there is a real time change in
gesture command, file is updated. Similarly for the next
command to turn right, value is written as sig3 in the file
where sig3 is a tagged word in the file.
E. Wi-Fi Shield: WiFly
WiFly works on HTTP port 80 for provided library. This
library is used for communication of WiFly with the Control
station through the Wi-Fi Hotspot. There is a simple web page
present on the control station having PHP script. This is used
for accessing the file and reading a command written in it.
WiFly on the robot connects itself with the Wi-Fi Hotspot.
Then it continuously pings this web page on the control
station. This is also called as Polling. From this, WiFly gets a
command signal with a tagged word. This command signal is
then transmitted to the Arduino without any modifications.
Figure 3 shows WiFly GSX by Sparkfun.
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F. Micro-Controller: Arduino (Duemilanove)
When Arduino gets command signal from the WiFly, it is
having HTTP headers sent by web page with a tagged signal.
Signal is read character by character and appended in the
string. Every time after appending the character, Arduino
checks for the tagged word in the string. For every iteration it
checks the substring of tagged word at the end. If ‘sig’ is the
tagged word in the signal, then programl check for substring
sig at the end of a string in each iteration loop. As it gets a
tagged word at the end of the string, it terminates the loop for
reading the signal character by character. Then it reads only
the next character which is an actual command signal
generated by the gestures. Depending on this command, signal
is sent to L293D motor driver through the digital pins of the
Arduino. Four digital pins of the Arduino is set as input to the
L293D PIC, two pins on both sides. It has four possible
methods as forward(), backward(), right(), left(). Depending
on the command signal, a particular method is called for every
iteration. Each method is defined with a specified command to
make each digital pin HIGH or LOW. Figure 4 shows
Arduino of Duemilanove.
G. Motor Driver: L293D Circuit
It has four input pins two on each side of the PIC. All
`these four pins are connected to the digital pins of an Arduino
and four output pins are connected to DC motors of the Robot.
Enable pins are used to enable input/output pins on both the
sides of PIC and Vcc is used for supplying external power to
the DC motors. Both the motors on the same side of the robot
move in the same direction at a time. So positive ends of both
motors are put in output pin 1 of PIC and negative ends of
same motors are put into output pin 2, same thing is done for
other side of PIC too. Vcc pin is be used to provide external
power supply to the DC motors. Figure 5 shows L293D PIC.
H. DC Motors:
A DC motor is mechanically commutated electric motor
powered from direct motor (DC). The stator is stationary in
space by definition and therefore so is its current. The current
in the rotor is switched by the commutator. DC motors better
suited for equipment ranging from 12V DC systems in
automobiles to conveyor motors, both which require fine
speed control for a range of speeds above and below the rated
speeds. The speed of a DC motor can be controlled by
changing the field current [10]. Fig 6 shows most widely used
DC motor.
IV.

IMPLEMENTATION

A. Capturing Gesture Movements:
Image frame is taken as input from the webcam on the
control station and further processing is done on each input
frame to detect hand palm. Figure 7 is an example of input
frame. This involves some background constraints to identify
the hand palm correctly with minimum noise in the image.
B. Hand Palm Detection
After capturing the image frame from the webcam, some
basic operations are performed on this frame to prepare it for
further processing of command detection. These operations
are necessary for implementing both the techniques of gesture

control, following two main processes are done to detect hand
palm.
1) Thresholded Image:
Image frame taken as input from webcam is thresholded
starting from minimum thresh value till single contour is
formed in an image, same is in the case of intensity based
thresholding. In the Figure 7 two fingers are shown by the user
as a gesture command having dark background. That image is
thresholded so that only a single contour can be formed on it.
This thresholding is done on the basis of intensity in the
image, which neglects the dark background and thresholds the
fingers. Thresholded image is shown in Figure 8.
2) Drawing Contour and Convex Hull:
As shown in Figure 9, after obtaining thresholded image
two main things are done, drawing the Contour on the
thresholded part and fitting this contour in the Convex Hull.
Contour is drawn in the thresholded image by using function
drawContour() in the library OpenCV. This is done on the
intermediate image, this image is then passed for drawing the
convex hull. This covers the whole contour by joining the
minimal points to form Convex Hull. These two basic
operations are performed on every image frame taken from the
webcam, and then depending on the kind of gesture technique
chosen by the user, further processing on the images is done.
These two techniques are Finger Count based gesture control
and Direction of Hand Palm Gesture Control.
C. Command Detection using Specific Method:
After completion of pre-processing of an input frame,
further processing is done on the extracted image according to
specified technique. These two methods of giving gesture
commands are as follows.
1) Finger Count based Gesture Control:
In this technique of giving gesture commands, first defects
in the convex hull are found out using function
convexityDefects(). Convex hull is formed using minimal set
of points, so it does follow the contour path always, this
causes the formation of defects in the convex hull.
convexityDefects() function gives information about these
defects stored in the form of vector.
This vector has values of each defect point in the
coordinate format, end points of the line of defect, and depth
of the defect point. The non-linear structure of the contour
causes hundreds of defects for the convex hull. But the defect
formed due to gap between two fingers has largest depth value
as compared to other depth values of defects. Minimum
threshold value is considered for the comparison with all
depth values thus the depth values more than this threshold
value would be the depth point of a defect, which would be
formed due to gaps between two fingers. This is well
applicable for the count two to five. As for the 1 such depth,
count of finger will be 2 i.e. depth plus one and so on. In the
Figure 10 two fingers are shown having only one depth point.
So for that one depth point count is two. Also in Figure 11
same techniques are used to show a different command. After
processing the image two defects are found out that specifies
count as 3. This technique has some disadvantages so another
technique can be used.
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2) Direction of Hand Palm:
In the previous technique of Finger Count Gesture Control,
image having no large depth fails. For example, for finger
count one, there is no such large depth so it is difficult to
recognise, as it is count one or there is no such count. So
counts from two to five are used as command signals. In this
technique of gesture command, orientation of hand palm is
taken into the consideration for recognition of the command
signal. Thus an orientation of hand palm gives direction in
which robot is to be moved. This command can be given with
minimum two fingers or with the whole palm.

E. Wi-Fi Shield: WiFly
As soon as the command is generated on the control
station, it is written in a file with tagged word with it. This file
is read by WiFly after regular interval. As it is a wireless
communication, so WiFly communicates with the control
station using a hotspot where control station is also in the
same network. This hotspot can be a wireless router or any
kind of Smartphone having tethering facility. Both control
station and WiFly is provided with an IP address by using this
IP address WiFly accesses the information from the control
station using provided IP address of control station.

In the Figure 12, gesture command of this technique is
given using two fingers. Orientation of these two fingers is
towards right side, so the command signal for right is
generated and passed to the robot. For deciding orientation of
the palm two things are used, depth point and end points of the
line of defect. These parameters have been found out by initial
processing of the gesture command recognition. Midpoint of
line of defect is calculated by taking average of two end
points. Then this midpoint’s coordinate position is compared
with depth point’s position.

F. Micro-Controller: Arduino- Duemilanove
WiFly is connected to the Arduino through stackable pins
shown in Figure 14. When the process of communication
starts, WiFly tries to connect itself with the hotspot. For that it
requires ssid and passphrase of the hotspot. These are
provided in the burned code of the Arduino. After forming a
successful connection with the hotspot, WiFly tries to get the
access of the control station, with the provided IP address of
the control station and port number of HTTP port which is by
default 80.

Each time two main conditions are checked for each
frame. For small difference between y-coordinate and large
difference between x-coordinate, possible commands are
Right or Left. In Figure 12, depth point and midpoint has
small y-coordinate difference and large positive difference
between them, so orientation of fingers is towards right is
predicted correctly.
For the difference between y-coordinate of the point,
which is negative, orientation is in the left direction specifying
command as left. Similarly in the above Figure 13, the
orientation of two fingers is down, that is a command given to
the robot is backward. In this image frame, there is a small
change in x-coordinate and large positive change in ycoordinate of the depth point and midpoint of the line of
defect. So the orientation of the two fingers is downwards,
specifying command as backward. Similarly for the difference
between y-coordinate of the point as negative, orientation is in
the upward direction specifying command as forward.
D. Generate Specific Signal:
After detecting gesture command specific signal value is
generated, unique for every gesture command. This signal
value is written in the file using C++ file reading/writing
functions.

As soon as WiFly gets connected to the control station, it
continuously pings a PHP webpage on the control station
which has a small PHP script, which returns the value of
signal command written in the file with a tagged word. These
received signal values are then passed to Arduino, which
extracts command and calls which are specified for that
command. Arduino sends four digital signals as an input to the
L293D motor driver.
G. Motor Driver: L293D
L293D motor driver circuit is shown in the Figure 15. It
takes digital signal as an input from the Arduino and gives
digital output to the DC motors of the robot. Power supply to
the circuit is given by rechargeable batteries. In this system
some rechargeable mobile batteries are used as power supply
each of 3.7V. To provide more voltage to drive the motors, 23 such batteries are connected in series.
H. DC Motors in Robot:
This is the final end product of robot consisting of all the
hardware WiFly, Arduino and L293D motor Driver circuit on
the robot chassis having power supply provided by the
rechargeable batteries. Four DC motors are connected to this
robot chassis as shown in Figure 16. This is controlled through
gestures by the user at control station.
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Fig. 7.

Input Image Frame

Fig. 10.

Finger Count based Gesture Control I

Fig. 8.

Image Thresholding

Fig. 11.

Finger Count based Gesture Control II

Fig. 9.

Contour and Convex Hull

Fig. 12.

Direction of Hand Palm I
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Fig. 13.

Direction of Hand Palm II

Fig. 14.

WiFly interfaced with Arduino

Fig. 15.

Motor Driver- L293D Circuit

Fig. 16.

Robot
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V. COMPARISION WITH EXISTING SYSTEM
The major advantage of our system over other systems is
that it provides real time palm gesture recognition, leading to
an effective and natural way for controlling robots. Additional
advantages are:
 This implemented system is much more cost effective
than the existing systems. As it does not involve any
hardware requirement or configuration, there is little or
no cost for the system's implementation. Moreover,
ordinary webcams on PCs or laptops can be used for
capturing gesture inputs.
 As mentioned earlier, it does not involve any specific
hardware for gesture inputs - a normal webcam on
laptop or PC can be used for gesture recognition. This
system can be installed on any of these usable devices
for gesture recognition. This provides flexibility to the
user and the system is portable.
 The implemented system takes real-time gesture inputs
from the user, processes these gesture inputs to
generate command signals. For both methods of
gesture input, processing is done by a method provided
by the system, and it does not involve template
matching to identify the finger count or direction of
palm. Each image frame is processed and a command
is generated in real-time. This provides higher accuracy
for gesture recognition.
VI.

VII. FUTURE SCOPE
Presently in the system a minimum threshold value is set
up and using that value input image frame is thresholded to
binary. This approach put some constraints on the background,
so a dark background is used. To avoid this, colour based
thresholding can be done. According to user’s hand palm
colour, image can be thresholded within a tight bound limit.
So hand palm can be easily detected irrespective of the
background.
Also the current implementation makes use of periodic
polling from WiFly to the web server to access the command
signal in real time. This method of periodic polling may
overload the server. Thus, instead of using periodic polling, a
persistent connection between server and WiFly can be set up
using HTML5’s Web Socket API. Through this connection,
the web server can push a command signal to WiFly
asynchronously thereby reducing the load on the server.
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CONCLUSION

The Gesture Controlled Robot System gives an
alternative way of controlling robots. Gesture control being a
more natural way of controlling devices makes
control of robots more efficient and easy. We have provided
two techniques for giving gesture input, finger count based
gesture control and direction of hand palm based gesture
control.
In which each finger count specifies the command for the
robot to navigate in specific direction in the environment and
direction based technique directly gives the direction in which
robot is to be moved.
At a time any one of the method can be used according to
user’s reliability, without using any external hardware support
for gesture input unlike specified existing system. After
gesture recognition command signal is generated and passed
to the robot and it moves in specified direction.
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